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Gold prices stabilize
after recent collapse
By ROBERT BURNS
AP Business Wnter
Gold prices stabilized in international markets today after a
weeklong free-fall that reduced
bullion's value by 20 percent.
Gold's collapse and a round of
cuts in the prime lending rates at
leading banks were signs that the
effects of a sustaused drop in inflation are rippling through the
economy.
The price of gold dropped $42.50
an muter Monday, representing
one-tenth its value, as investors
reacted to continued-modisidios
in the inflation rate. Gold closed
an the Commodity Exchange in
New York at 8400.50 an ounce,
down $105.20 since Feb. 18.
But in early European trading

today, gold's slide was interrupted. Bullion row to $413.50 a
troy ounce in Zurich after plummeting 159 to close at $405 late
Monday In London, where gold
opened at $403.50, bullion rose to
$414.50 by the nucirnorrang price
-fixing" by deader,. near Monday's closing level of $415.25 an
OUrfee.

Several banks cot their prime
rate Fnday to a four-year low of
18.5 percent, and the rest of the indry followed Monday. First National Bank of Chicago, one of the
&Kb ad.said it was reacting in
part la the improved chances that
a **up in the economy will not
lead to a renewed burst of inflation.
Continued On Page 2)

Improvements announced for
highways in Marshall County
FRANKFORT
The state
Transportation Cabinet will improve the intersection of U.S. U
and Kentucky 94 in Marshall
County this year.
The cabinet will reconstruct the
intersection to make it easier for
motorists. The intersection at
Ken*, ke State Resort Park is currently a "Y." It will be
reconstructed to a "T" intersection.
The cabinet will also replace the
bridge over East Fork of Clarks
River on County Road 1418,

Sharpe-Elva Road. this year
The county is providing 21) percent of the cost of replacing the
bridge.
Both protects are part of the
state's six-year construction program for Marshall County.
The cabinet will also paint the
bridge over the Tenneseee River
on U.S.
Benton-Eggfier's Ferry
Road. The project is part of the
state's regular maintenance program.
Bids for the projects will be accepted March 25.

STRICT ENFORCEMENT — Si..gasist Des Katy of the Murray
Police Dopsetnisot know a ticket for illegal patinae in a fins Lino at
a local shopping coselor. Accorting to Polies Child Paid Jerry Las,
the tiro lamas he,.rocsatly bassi repaloted and strict antoreament of

Health insurance plan goes to Congress
PresiWASHINGTON I APi
dent Reagan's proposal to revamp
the nation's health insurance
system, which would raise
medical expenses for at least 57
million people, has been sent In
Congress
At least one key Republican.
however. is predicting Congress
will reject two key elements of the
plan. Sen. Dave Durenberger, RMinn., chairman of a Senate
Finance subcommittee an health,

Applications still accepted

Need Line offers heating assistance
Need Line is still taking apphcations for for Project Warm-up for
those with heat related problems,
according to Emile Ward, executive director of Need Line.
Project Warm-up is a threemonth program to aid the purchase of energy fuel coal, wood,
etc. ), space heaters, blankets, and
deposits to gas and electric companies.
Eligibility is determined by the
number of persons in a household
and income. Mrs. Ward said.
Any person dewing to apply
may go to the Need Line office at
303 South Fifth St. to make appLication.
Need Line is a church-

community cooperative ministry
serving Calloway countians in
helping to meet emergency needs
During the month of January a
total at 83,113.88 was spent serving
101 households in heat related pro
blems.
In that same period 38
househoids received emergency
food, 24 households were provided
help with rent money to deter
eviction and 18 persons were provided emergency medical
assistance.
The ice storm experienced in
January brought extra hardships
to many homes as has fires.
Six people were boomed during
the storm. Several families lost

Laws pertaining to parking in fire lanes will begin today Fine for
parking in a fire lane is $10, according to I Are
Staff photo by Ruth Ann Combs

food which had been purchased
with their food stamps when the
electricity was off because of the
storm, thus leaving them without
adequate food for several days.
In this type of situation Need
Line was able tia provide emergency food, Mrs. Ward said.
The director said two persons
with serious health problems were
provided with space heaters to
alleviate extra health problems
durum'this ice storm crisis.
"Need Lane is only able to meet
these types of assistimce because
the people of Calloway County are
responding so graciously to MUM
us with monetary donations and
also food. Thank you for caring'"
Mrs. Ward added.

predicted defeat for Reagan's proposed limit on tax-free health insurance and increased Medicare
costs
Reagan offered his plan Monday
as a way to stem the rapid increase in medical casts The plan
would save the government $4.2
billion.
The increased costs would be
borne by an estimated 50 million
Americans covered by employee
health insurance plans and 7
million Medicare patients who are
hospitalized.
Rang,an's strategy is to make
consumers more conotions of
health care costs, thereby
discouraging trips to the doctor

and hospital and costing It
government less
"Elaborate health benefits
funded with tax-free. emplorer
paid contributions are inf
-. they. insulate
Uonary
sinners, providers and insurers
front the cost consequences • if
health care del-MOM," Rea p, t
said. "By doing so, they contribute both to the persistence .4
inefficient forms of health care
financing and delivery and to
overuse of health services —
Details of the lineman were
disclosed first in the 1984 budget
that Reagan sent to Congress in
Jan 30 and parts of the package
already are being corrudereil by
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County is focus of air patrol
for fire protection reasons
Bill Bailey files
mg estimated !orr alfil)

1.1.4kUlti

tie treated

The Kentucky Division of
Forestry announced that
Calloway County will be patroied
daily by airplane beginning today
and contimung through May 15 for
grass and for
fire protection.
Local Forest Ranger Albert
Wain explained, -The Kentucky
fire laws will go into effect today
and contniue in effect through
May lb KRS 149 4110 states that
there will be no burning except
between the hours of 4'30 p m. and
midnight."
He further stated that all fires
spotted by airplane will be
reported to the local Hanger and
will be cfietited out by turn or cited
iota court Wilson stated that
cinema ming the excuse of not
knowing the law will not be excused.
Wilson is &liking for cooperation
stake this spring to help him keep
fires in Calloway County to the absolute mintmism. "If you must

burn, wait until after 4 .10 p iii.
never burn if the wind is high. and
always stay with the fire until the
last spark is out. If you let a fire
get out of control, even if you are
bus-rung during the legal hours
between 4 30 p in. through 12 00
midnight, you will be cited into
court," he added
To report a wildfire, please call
the Kentucky thymus, of Forestry
Office in Mayfield at -247,3913 lsr
call WiLson at 43S-2152.
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ItACIR IRSJIWT - Murray State's Sammy Cuffs (34 slaps a
bell teen the hoods of Lemieville's Charism Jones(a) during Momdays game at Freedom Ban. The Cardineis traded in the first half,
hot bounced back to beet blerray, WM./or game story and photos,
see laday'ssob seethes. Pao&
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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After 11 years of Korean War, peace comes to'MA-S-H1set
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Televiden Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — When peace finally came to
U-A-S-H." the surgeons were in the operating
room, where CBS at the beginning 11 years ago
didn't think a situation comedy should ever be.
The final episode of "ht-A-S-H" — oinnber 231 of
the hit parade — was true to the ambition of the first
one and all of the others in between. It made us
laugh. it made us sad, and it made us feel.
This wasn't "Hogan's Heroes." "ht-A-S-H" dealt
honestly and realistically with the Korean War, its
consequences and the sheer irrationality of
surgeons saving lives just so they could be splattered again
As Col. Henry Blake once said on "14-A-S-H,"
-Rule No. 1 is young men die." and "Rule No. 2 is
doctors can't change rule No. 1."
So, on Monday night, the finale began with
Hawkeye Pierce ( Alan Aida), the surgeon with the
toughest shell, slqghtly cracked in a mental
hospital He had suffered a nervous breakdown.
Hawkeye and a bus full of "M-A-S-H" colleagues
and South Koreans returning from an outing at the
beach were trying to keep the enemy from discovering them. A baby in the bus was crying, and
Hawkeye forcefully told the mother to keep the kid
quiet Scared out of her mind,she strangled her own
child
Hawkey', who had heroically saved many lives,
was devastated by the responsibility of losing this
one
Hawkeye's psychological debilitation and
gradual recovery were the major threads running
throughout the 2"1-hour final program which
became a national event, along with "Who Shot
JR?" segment on "Dallas," the final episode of
"The Fugitive," and "Roots."
Hawkeye and the six other regulars survived the
war, but one essence of "M-A-S-H" has been that it
leaves scars, and this episode certainly did.
Father Mulcahy (Wiliam Christopher), the gentle. soothing padre, lost most of his hearing when a
bomb expliided while- he was rescuing enemy
prisoners of war.

THEN AND NOW — The tinalopisede of"M-A4-H" aired on CBS-TV Menday. At loft are members of
the original cast. Current cast members are at right. Original cait, from lilt: Larry Linville as Frank
Burns; Loretta Sera as "Hot Ups" Houlihan; Wayne Rogers as Trapper John; Gary Hershaft as Radar
O'Reilly; McLain Stevenson as LL Col. Hesir7 Blake; Alan Aide (seated) as Belgium, Pierce.Current
cast, top row: William Christopher as Father Mulcahy; Jamie Farr as Klinger. Second row.from Is&
Mike Farrell aa B.J. Hennieut; Harry Morgan as Col. Potter; Loretta Swig; David Ogden/biers as Maj.
Winchester. Foreground: Alan Aida.
(AP Laserphoto)
had
The 4077th
don't know why I shirays have to take out the
become an artillery target
because an American tank was stuck there, with ontrash.- Hawkeye said.
high orders to stay put Did "81-A-S-H" ever sugMa). Charles Winchester (David Ogden Sheri).
gest that war made sense'
who used classical music as a release and refuge
Finally, Hawkeye, well enough to have returned
during the war said it was now a tormenting
to the camp, drove the tank away to the hf-A-S-H
reminder .
suburbs Was that the action of a sane or an insane
He had become attached to enemy POW musiman' The separating line had never been all that
cians and was teaching them to play Mozart. The
clear in "M-A-S-H "
uruversality of Mozart's language survived here;

the POWs did not, in yet another num& at
senseless kWings.
The well-bred Winchester, who left the camp
nobly atop a garbage truck, was bound for a head
surgeon's )oh in Boston Hospital. The appointment
came alter Margaret Houlihan pulled some strings
— something the snobbish: ssit-eutficient Winchester had trouble accepting.
Margaret (Loretta Swit). the all-khaki major,
continued her growth u a human being. She decided to leave the army and work in a U.S. hospital.
She even buried the hatchet with her nemesia'
Hawkeye, sharing one of the longest smooches in
TV history.
Col. Sherman Potter 1 Harry Morgan ), who rode
out of camp on his favorite horse,left with the total
respect of his troops. Hawkey. and B.J. Hunnicutt
gave him their rarest tribute: they saluted. Potter
was looking forward to a semi-retirement as a country doctor.
Max Klinger (Jamie Farr ). married a Korean
girl, who wore a white dress from Klinger's wardrobe.
The couple remained in Korea to search for her
family.
Somehow, Klinger, Potter and Mulcahy will meet
-"stateside next season too work in a veterans
hospital in "Atternuuh."
B.J.(Mike Farrell ). rode off on his motorcycle to
find a California sunset and the wife and daughter
he so desperately missed. He promised to visit
Hawkeye in Crabapple Cove, Maine.
Hawkeye was headed back there to practice
leisurely medicine. He had seen enough action in
Korea. In symbolic contrast to the opening of "NI-AS-H" in which helicopters land with the incoming
wounded. Hawkeye's helicopter was going in the opposite direction. Wherever that was, it was bound to
be a safer,saner place.
As the helicopter hovered over the Korean countryside, it looker greener than it had ever looked
before. There also was a- simple message on the
ground engraved in stone from B.J. to Hawkeye,
and from "M-A-S-H" to its millions of faithful fans:
"Goodbye."

New price rise reported at supermarket McDonald gives
campaign views

By LOUISE 000K
Associated Press Writer
Today's consumers are spending more than twice as much as
they were at the supermarket a
decade ago, according to oh
Associated Press mar-ketbasket
survey which shows a new round
of increases last month.
The AP found that grocery bills
at the end of February were
boosted by higher meat prices, as
well as by scattered rises in the
cost of milk and eggs.
The survey is based.on a list of
14 food and non-food items,
selected at random and priced at
one supermarket in each of 13
cities on March 1, 1973 Prices
have been rechecked on or about
the start of each succeeding
month The results are not
weighted to reflect actual spending Nor are they adjusted for
seasonal variations
Among the highlights of the
latest price check
The marketbasket total increased during February at the
survey store in seven cities,
decreased in five cities and was
unchanged in one. Overall, the
marketbasket bills rose an
average of six-tenths of 1 percent
last month.
- The February jump was the
biggest since last July when
prices rose by seven-tenths of 1
percent.
- A look at prices today and on
March I, 1973 showed that the
marketbasket bills at the
checklist stores increased by 105
percent.
--Supermarket prices rose
sharply during the rnk1-1970s, but
the increases have been relatively
modest in the past two years, due
largely to abundant food supplies
and a slowdown in the rate of inflation. Over the last 12 months,
the AP found that the market-

basket bill was up at the checklist
store in nine cities and down in
four cities, for an overall Increase
of 2.2 percent
The February price rise was
most evident at the meat counter
Meats represented for 23 percent
of the items on the AP checklist,
but accounted for 37 percent of the
increases during February. The
price of all-beef frankfurters went
up last month at the checklist
store in eight of the cities
surveyed, chopped chuck was up
in six cities and pork chaps were
higher in four cities

items surveyed by the AP increased in price last month.- The cost of
eggs went up at the checklist store
in six cities, milk was up in five
cities and so wigs butter.
The AP -used standard brands
and sizes or comparable
substitutes for its survey. Items
temporarily out of stock on one of
the survey dates being compared
were not included in over-all
totals. The AP did not try to compare actual prices from city to city. The only comparisons were
made in terms of percentages of
increase or decrease. -

More than one-fourth of the

The items on the AP checklist

Farm price index trails 1982level
WASHINGTON ( AP I
Despite
the sharpest one-month increase
in 2 Li 'years, the goverrunent's
farm price index in February still
trailed its year ago level.
The Agriculture Department
reported Monday that prices
farmers get for raw products rose
3 1 percent in February, according to preliminary figures.
Even so, the index was 0.8 percent below a year ago, officials
said.
Further, the February increase
still left the historic "panty"
ratio, a measure of purchasing
power, at one of its lowest
readings since the Depression
years of the early 19305.
The parity formula compares
prices farmers get for commodities with prices they pay for
production and living expenses —
and then stacks them up against
prices received and paid by
farmers in 1910-14, which are used
as the basic yardstick.
In February. the department's

Economy...
(Continued From Page 1)
The government had reported
Last Friday a 2.1 percent annual
Inflation rate for January.
The prospect of lower oil prices
has convinced a growing number
of investors that inflation is likely
to remain moderate for the
foreseeable future. That has
sparked a sell-off in gold, which
often is purchased a. a hedge
ae,ainst inflation.
Declines in the gold price and
prime rate are not directly linked,
but both trends are supported by
an improved outlook for a broad
decline in oil prices. Lower oil
prices are expected to help
dampen inflation and aid an
economic recovery.
Officials of several oil-exporting
nations met in Paris Monthly as
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries continued its effort to prevent a price-cutting
war Although OPEC ministers
are expected to hold a formal
meeting soon to discuss a cut in
prices, there was no official word
Monday when it might be held.
In other economic
deveiopenests Monday.
• Micheal Sinnichrast, senior vice
president and chief economist at

were chopped chuck, center cut
pork chops, frozen orange juice
concentrate. coffee, paper towels,
butter, Grade-A medium white
eggs, creamy peanut butter, laundry detergent, fabric softener,
tomato sauce, milk, frankfurters
and granulated sugar. A 15th
item, chocolate chip cookies, was
dropped from the list when the
manufacturer discontinued the
package size used in the survey.
The cities checked were: Albuquerque, N.M., Atlanta, Boston,
Mimeo, Dallas, Detroit, Les
Angeles, Miami; New York,
Philadelphia, Providence, R I ,
Salt[Ake City and Seattle

the National Association of
Hoinebullders in Washington,
D.C., predicted the prime rate will
drop to 9 percent this year and
continue to slide in 1994. He also
expects the unemployment rate,
10.4 percent in January, to be
down to 9 percent by the end of
this year.
• The Commerce Department
reported that rising farm exports
and declining oil imports narrowed the U.S trade deficit to WS
billion in January But the deficit
for 1982 was a record $42.7 billion,
and it's expected to rise by
another $30 billion this year.
• The Agriculture Department
reported that prices farmers get
for raw products rose 3.1 percent
In February, the sharpest onemonth increase in 24 years. The
price index of farm commodities,
however, averaged 0.8 percent
below a year ago.
• The interest rate which savings
and loan associations may pay on
six-month savings certificates
dropped to 8.863 percent from
8.733 percent, effective today.
Commercial banks may pay •
maximum of 8.413 percent, down
from 8 483 percent

Crop • Reporting Board said, the
overall panty ratio for commodity
prices at the farm averaged 56
percent, up from 54 percent in
January. That means commodites
as a group were worth only 56 percent of the buying power they had
in 191044.
Last year, the parity ratio over
the entire 12 months averaged an
all-time annual low of 57 percent.
The previous all-time annual low
was 58 percent in 1932.
Actual prices of commodities
are much higher than they were in
the early 1930s, but so are production and living expenses. It is that
crunch which has produced the
record low parity ratios.
According to USDA records, the
monthly price index has been
below year-earlier levels in 18 of
the last 19 months.
But the records also showed the
3.1 percent increase in the price
index from January to February
was the biggest single-month gain
since it went up 3.7 percent in the
sununer of 1990.
Commodity prices have been
depressed because of huge grain

harvests the past two years, along
with lagging demand from foreign
buyers. Consumer demand for
meat, poultry and dairy products
also his been weaker than anticipated. Agriculture Secretary John R.
Block has been urging farmers to
sign up in the government's new
payment-in-kind program to
reduce 1913 acreages of wheat,
corn, sorghum, cotton and rice.
Under PIK, an eligible farmer
would get free surplus commodities for cutting bock planted
acreage.
Even so, department
economists say there may be little
Improvement, if any, in this
year's farm income.
Looking at the current situation,
report said that higher prices for
cattle, corn, tomatoes, hogs and
broilers were mostly responsible
for the February increase in the
price Index.
However, lower prices for
oranges cotton, lettuce, barley
and grapefruit partially offset the
gains for the other commodities.

Kentucky leads region
in cheese distribution
LEXINGTON,Ay.(AP) — Ken- insurance. "The Mate has just
tucky is a state that may be best Liken the initiative and gotten the
known for fried chicken and ball rolling."
Last year. according to federal
burr*, but it's gaining a reputation as one of the biggest statistics, Kentucky handed out
7.2 million minds of cheese to
distributors of free cheese.
The Bluegrass state Is the 800,000 recipients. That compared
leader in the Southeast in to Tennessee's 1.9 million pounds
disbributing surplus cheese and North Carolina's 3.9 million
allocated by the federal govern- pounds.
In the new reporting period,
ment.
"Ws not that we have more poor Kentucky has handed out 6 million
people," said Barbara Anderson, pounds, the officials said. Califorcheese program coordinator with nia, the national leader, has
the state Department for Social distributed 19 million pounds.

Correction
Reservation deadline for the
John F. Daly lecture Thursday.
March 24, was incorrectly listed
Monday at March 5. The deadline
Ii March 15. The lecture by Daly,
chairman of the board of directors
and chief executive officer of
Hoover Universal Inc., will follow
a buffet dinner at 6:30 pm. in the
University Center banquet room.

Airport board to met

at noon Wednesday
The Murray-Calloway County
Airport Board will meet at noon
Wednesday at the Murray Holiday
Inn.
Items on the agenda are to include improvement projects
report, apt= expansion proposal
MilMEW bushman

"When our schools work, Kentucky works." That motto is what
Alice McDonald is using as her
slogan for her bid for the
Democratic candidacy for
superintendent of public instruction.
"There is a need to train
students for the job market," she
said during a visit to Murray.
"And money needs to be placed
where it can focus on academic
achievernent."
•
As a former classroom teacher,
guidance counselor, instructional
coordinator, educational advisor
to Jefferson County, deputy
superintendent for public instruction and Washington liasion for
state education and funding,
McDonald said she would give
leadership to the superintendent's

office and not be "someone
elected who just wants a job. I
have a strong educational
background and strong
Democratic background." She
holds bachelor's and master's
degrees in education.
A proponent for full-funded
kindergarten, McDonald also supports lowering class sizes and supports the recently-passed 20-credit
requirement for high school
graduation.
With the trends in America,
McDonald said increased computer education is a necessary
"learning tool" to help "train
students for the future."
McDonald, 42, is married to
Judge Glenn McDonald. They
have one daughter, Michel, and
they reside in Prospect.

Rural Special Education
Week observed in state,
county; conferences set
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has proclaimed the week of March 6-12 as
Rural Special Education Week in
Kentucky and in conjunction with
this, Mayor Holmes Ellis has also
signed a proclamation to
recognize the week locally.
During that week, two national
conferences focusing on rural
special education will be held at
Murray State University.
According to Dr. Doris Helge,
executive director of the
American Council on Rural
Special Education ( ACRES ), the
first conference, to be March 8, is
a National Conference for
Trainers of Rural Special
Educators, targeted at faculty
members of universities with
rural service populations.
It is funded by the US. Office of
Special Education Programs and
is sponsored by the National Rural
Project( NFtP)at Murray State.
The second conference is set for
March 9 and 10 and is the Third
Annual National Rural Special
Education Conference, sponsored
by ACRES and funded by
membership dues of the private
organization and conference
registrations.
The focus of this two-day conference will be "A Renaissance in
Rural America — Resources for
Rural Special Education."
Ann Snow, adminietratkve coordinator of the Center kir Innovation and Development at MSU explains the special needs and concerns for rural special education
saying that the necessary personnel, equipment and services are
difficult to obtain and to maintain
In a rural area
This, according to Snow, is the
reason for the confennces. "We
expect representatives to come to
the centarenees from all over the
country to discums these needs and
to try to come up with solutions."

Snow informed that among problems faced by rural special
educators are personnel recruitment and retention, funding inadequacies, distance, transportation. Isolation, lack of appropriate
equipment and communication
with other professionals.
Heige reports that approximately 150 will be in attendance at the
conferences and she anticipates
that representatives from other
Mates will return to their home
states and follow Murray and Kentucky's example by proclaiming
state and local rural special
education weeks.
"It is our goal," she says "by
1984 to have a National Rural
Special Education Week."
Heige explains that ACRES was
founded in 1981 at the National
Rural Special Education Conference at htSU and continues to
be headquartered there.
The goals of ACRES are: (1) to
enhance direct services to rural
Individuals and agencies serving
exceptional students; (2) to initiate and to support interagency
efforts designed to increase
educational opportunities for
rural handicapped and gifted
students; (3) to serve as an advocate for rural special education
at the federal, Mate, regional and
local levels; and (4) to develop
and implement a system for
forecasting futures for rural
special education and to plan
creative service delivery alternatives.
Heise Mated appreciation for
donations of items and support of
the conference by local merchants
and other numbers of the community.
She adds, "this is representative of the true 'sense of community' so prevalent in retral
America but practically
test in urban areas."
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garrott's galley

Transportation tax
attracted several
votes for increase

by m.c. garrott

This entire 1922 dark fired tobacco crop
took seven years to bring only 27 cents

When Congress enacted a 5-cent-a-gallon increase in the federal gasoline tax late last year, effective April 1, the revenue from 1 cent was
designated for a new trust fund dedicated to public
transportation. Revenue from the other 4 cents was
designated for a long-standing trust fund for
highway and bridge projects. The public transportation provision helped to attract a substantial
number of votes including big-city Democratic
votes) for the tax increase, which was a Reagan administration bill.
But now, President Reagan is attempting to
nullify the additional funding for public transportation (about $1.1 billion a year ) in a back-door
maneuver that would result in a reduction rather
than an increase. His proposed budget for fiscal
1964, which will begin Oct. 1, includes drastic cuts in
general fund appropriations for public transportation that would more than offset the increase from
the gasoline tax.
Federal funding for urban mass transit in the current fiscal year. ending Sept. 30, is $4.1 billion. The
president's budget proposal for fiscal 1964 is $3.8
billion, and that figure includes the $1.1 billion from
the gasoline tax. Thus federal funding Would go
down $300 million instead of up $1.1 billion.
In another part of essentially the same shell game
President Reagan has included a $400 million item
for public transportation projects in his $4.3 billion
jobs programs to help victims of the recession find
work. This emergency program for the unemployed
supposedly was to be new money for job-creating
construction projects that otherwise would not be
scheduled. In the case of public transportation
there clearly would be no new money at all. Even
counting the $400 million in the jobs program as
public transportation funding, the net reduction
would bell billion.
Members of Congress from both political parties
apparently are in no mood to accept cuts. They
should, and evidently will, insist on revising the
Reagan budget in a way that will make the $1.1
billion from the gasoline tax an actual increase in
funding for public transportation as Congress clearly intended. Bipartisan comments of House
transporation subcommittee members at a recent
budget hearing, indicated firm resolve to restore
• the funds.
The prospect of funds being restored by Congress
has given rise to speculation that President Reagan
may have plans to use transportation funding as a
bargaining chip. He might, for example, yield to
Congress in restoring approximately $1 billion to
the transportation budget in exchange for concessions of similar amount from opponents of his proposed defense budget.
There should be no such deals. The gasoline tax
revenue designated by law for public transportation
should be used for that purpose in addition to maintaining general fund appropriations at no less than
existing levels. Congress should insist on winning
that point, and it should be non-negotiable.

My friend. J.I Patton. who is
retired now but who used to be in
charge of the storeroom in the
Department of Buildings and
Grounds at Murray State University,
shared something interesting with
me the other day.
It was a copy of a check for 27
cents, issued Dec 31. 1929, by the
Dark- Tobacco Growers Cooperative
Association of Hopkinsville and on
the First National Bank in Murray
arI made out to J I's grandfather.
the late J.M. Patton, who lived at the
time on Route 3, Benton.
It was for his grandfather's entire
1922 tobacco crop, which had been
placed in the tobacco growers'
associa tiona I pool seven years
earlier. His grandfather was 65 years
old when be received the check,
which was never cashed.
Having had the original handed
down to him by his father, the late
Willard 0. Patton, who lived east of
Kirksey. J I keeps it in his lock box
at Peoples Bank.
His grandfather:
says, he felt"
compelled to put his tobacco in the
pool, which probably was the one being pulled together by what became
known as the Shapiro association
Shipiro, as the story goes, was a
California lawyer, sponsored and
brought into this part of the country
by The Louisville Courier-Journal to
spearhead the organizing of dark
fired tobacco growers' associations
all across the dark fired tobacco belt
of Kentucky and Tennessee
Not too many years earlier, the
much-feared night riders had roam-

ed the countryside whipping and
beating up farmers who were reluy- •
tont to pool their crops in an organired. although -somewhat terroristic.
effort to demand and get a better •
pnce for them
No doubt. J.1 's grandfather
thought about and remembered some
of those incidents in 1922 when he
pooled his crop, only to be paid a
mere 27 cents for it seven years later
• • •
J I also recalls one day in the 20s
when he. his grandfather and his
father brought their tobacco en qi into Murray by wagon from out at
Ktrksey only to be unable to %rl! the
leaf on the local floors. .
The "lugs,- or the bottom leaves
on the plants. they Just gave a way
They gave them to Gene Tarr). Sr
who at the time had a tobacco processing place just across the railroad
east of town about where a filling station 35 today His son, I iene, Jr , a
retired government tobacco grader
and lives down on the lake near
PartaratrierSlaifeS
Gene's dad made a smoking tobacco known as T&P Smoking Tobacco
ar0 it was -strong enough to raise
ththair on your head," according to
J I They also made a twist for chewing
•.•
The 53-year-old uncashed check
wasn't the only Memento .1 I had lie
also shared with me a copy of a
receipt given to his father on May 21.
1937, for a one-dollar donation toward
the construction of a union hall in
Dettott. where he was working at the

tune
The 414)11.1r waN ti ha vt been repaid
at the end of 10 years at the rate of
percent interest _That was it; ears
ago _Anybody want to hgure out what
that would be worth today at 3 pert ent interest compoun•leei I tried it,
figure It out but s at bOggrd down In
.irctina I points. w tlIcti is a common
fading of mine
• • •
When I read The following in a
newsletter that came to the house the
other day, it sort of got to me in a
feather-ruffling way
ouple of youngster%
Tills Spring, Texas, tried to start a law nmow mg enterprise last summer.
SHUT there Were (wee jobs around for
young men nowadays-Thil hod some flyers printed and
went Ilown the road putting them in
mad boxes You guessed it
The S Posta! Sery ice took theof
t4• court and got a ruling um fer
hich
they had to pay Uncle Sarn 20 cents
for each Irov into which tha's had
placed arcadvertrsing fly er
ScellaS ou and I 11.11:r tat ilial. its buy
our own postal box, but the got eminent has the right to sue us for using
them to stay off welfare f
wtanters when the auto Illanda(•turers will be given the right to sue
advertisers for placing flyers under a
windshtelil w Iper In a parking lot
Needless to say . those y sung entrepreneurs in Spring. Tex Are i nit
lof business and will probably lie% yr
aKain as long as they live. ever think
about going Into business for
t h•• selves u rider an ). stir
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Express line limit
increased at bank
in New York
It had to happen. The pressure of competition
among banks for the public's money, especially the
money of those with large amounts of it, has led
New York's Citibank to diversify its lines. Not its
credit lines, but the lines you stand in to deposit or
withdraw money.
For two years now, the bank has had "Now Express" lines for people with deposits of $3,000 or
more, the idea being to shorten the waiting time —
which can run up to 30 minutes or more during peak
periods — of those favoring the bank with healthy
balances. Inflation has now prompted the bank to
raise the cutoff level to 0,000 to make sure the
lengthening express lines don't grow longer than
the ones all the little people have to stand in.
It turns out, though, that a lot of people have even
more than $5,000, so to separate the really big
depositors from the hot poloi, a third category —
"priority accounts"— is being established for those
with balances over $2,000. One bank consultant,
who thought the whole idea was rather tacky, suggested that Citibank should instead set up special
rooms for those with big bucks."That way." he told
the Will Street Journal. "everyone doesn't have to
know you have more money."
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letter to the editor

Civil Service retirement pensions may suffer
To The Editor:
I am writing to inform you and
your readers about some pending
Congressional action in Washington
that will have a devastating impact
on postal and federal workers
everywhere,as well as on the general
public — the American taxpayer.
Congress is now debating propose's that would force newly hired
postal and federal workers to pay into the Social Security System.
Since 1920, well before Social
Security was available, postal and
federal employees have paid into the

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
Is it possible to allow, even encourage, men to be free and still expect to create a better, more hist and
perfect world' Many modern
western revolutionaries have sought
to combine freedom and perfection.
Both religious and political
reformers during recent centuries
have assumed that, if we freed people from the constraints of custom
and outmoded traditions, men and
women would see their new freedom
to make their lives and these of their
neighbors healthier and happier.
This howloften happened. Ronan
Catholic conservative layman and
author of Comiession et Catholic
(Harper and Row,00),comments.

•

Civil Service Retirement fund and.
when we retire, we receive a pension.
Incidentally, the pensions we
receive, unlike Social Security, are
considered taxable income and we do
pay taxes on them.
Social Security is an senous trouble. Congress is unwilling to face the
issues squarely and find a- real solution. Instead, it wants to • *patch" the'
problems and hopes the Social
Security mess will go away.
The amount of money newly hired
postal and federal workers will be required to pay into Social Security will

Free Immune are always lees
thin pet."en to themselves,
even', to their own bast
,To knew moself is
peseibillties
to diehellovo Mogi& To seek
moan kolaleer!mercy.

Novak is critical of some of the
changes introduced into the Catholic
Church by the Second Vatican ('ouncil of the early 1980s. Interestingly.
he does not criticize the Catholicreformers for being too "worldly"
but rather for the opposite: for seeking a -perfectionism" that Was
"unrealistic" — or not world).
enough
Plans currently are underway for a
second printing of Ken Wolf's
"'Thoughts in Season," a paperback
collection el the author's columns
which have appeared in the Murray
Ledger fi Times. There will have to
be 360 requests for the book to warrant a second printing. Those wanting to order the book, at0per copy
for advance orderi. should contact
one of the following people: Marti
Irma LeFollette. &men Hart,
AU& Graves, Euple Ward, Clara
Humphrey, Alice Milton, Gerry
Roe& David Roos, Man Hart, Betty
Lowry or Ran Wolf.

•
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cumstances
Is It really the land of Ow free and
the home of the bran
.0 • •
This is a special note to Murray
State. basketball coach Ron I ;revile
Ron, if you will recall. mentioned
the name of an 80-yearold lady on his
Sunday night TV show recently and
thanked tier for being such a good
Racer fan and for watching the show
faithfully
Well, Mrs I Atrati A.sticraft, who
lives at 11011 !Magni ilia say S that
nothing %twilit! She watches all of
the lion Greene Shows Stir listens to
all the Racer gamin's on the radio, and
she was so upset after last F'riday
night's loss to Austin Pea) at
Clarksville she couldn't -deep dli
night
Mrs Asti.-raft will be 93 years told
come .11m..
/ler late husband. 1)r G C
Ashcraft. and father of Barbara
Mrs Max • Brandon, taught history
at Miura., State. for Man!. :‘ ears
The. -students gavt.• I ir AStIcrafI
nickname of "Muney." because he
quite frequently would quote from a
book he had read and written by a
Man b!. that name
there weren't many students w his
Went through Murra) State back in
the 1930s, 40s and aOs who didn't take
histor% clas.s or Lieu under
Mune% at one time or another
The Aslicrafts were Murray State
fans from was back She arid I h
Asticraft were among the first tO buy
season tickets in the big
when
it was completed in the Carl Health
Building in 1918 and also in Rai at
Arena when it was opened in 19.,4 as
the Eielelh;aise Sirs Ashcraft has Seen ankt
t•1 to it lot of basketball

have little impact on that system's
problems But when the money is
diverted from the retirement system
will find Itself in the same leaking
boat as Social Security, and Congress
will have /Co appropriate the more
than $500- billion R will take over the
next 40 years to fund Civil Service
retirement pensions
If Congress wants to twig si.
Security, it should spend its tune
figuring out how to get the 12 million
Americans current). unemployed
back to work. If these workers and
their employers were paying into
Social Security, that system's problems would go away
Sincerely,
Paul E. Anderson
President
Paducah Area APWU
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Ten years ago
Jaines F 'Garrison, ph c,ioictit
. was flallIud • Man ,41
liyan Milk
the Year- by the Dairy Council of
K eritticky and Southern Indiana at
the meeting at Galt House.
1 Annsville
Deaths reported include Mrs
Paschall. A,
Ratliffe I Velma (;re
and G I' • I /oil !tart. tia
Pvt Billy Kimbro, _son of Mr and
Mrs 0.0 Kumla°, is now undergoing
combat bastt• training at 'Fort
.ronard Wood, Mir
„• „.
ono' tummy,'loan Warner. Rusty
Moore, Barry Wells, Brent Austin,
John Hart and Hobert-Underwood of
Boy Scout Troop 77 were presented °
i
and Country awards. sei•ond
highest award In scouting. at
meeting at Eirst Christian Church
Mr and Mrs Cary Rose celebrated
their Seth wedding anniversary on
Feb 27
Twenty years ago
The Murray Ha tars of Educatisin
v'tied to consithilate Grash's ninc
through 12 of Douglas High School
with Murray High School in the fall
Douglas Elementary will continue
with t;rades Ito 8
Ronald W. Churchill was !tattled as
campaign chairman to raise
Calloway County's quota of funds needed to. produee First show of
drama, "Stars In My Crown," at
Kentucky Lake State Park The first
showing will be June 25
• Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include. a boy to Mr and
Mrs. James Kendall arui a boy to Mr
and Mrs. J.D Darnall _
Army PFC Bobby 1'. Bradley. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Bradley,
Murray. was assigned to Ann)- element of Military Assistance Advisory
Group as a clerk typist in Vietnam
Clifford -Stamper of Social Science
Ikpartment, Murray State College,
spoke about "Economic Development of Kentucky" at meeting of
Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club
Thirty years ago
A special feature about Lynn
Grove High School Chapter of Future
Farmers of America is published.
C.W Jones is the chapter advisor.
Deaths reported include Grady
Farkas,51.
Mr and Mrs Ii(' sPetcu Boyd
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on Feb.
Rachel Rowland showed slides of
her summer travels in Europe at
meeting of Magazine Club at the
Murray Woman's Club House
Mrs. Harry Sparks spoke about
"Teenagers Place in the Home" at
meeting of the Lynn Grove High
School _Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association. Mrs. Raymond Story
was program leader.
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Parents can help child choose career

John Hanley Kopperud born

Austin named to list

Mr and Mrs Bill Kopperud. 303 North 10th St..
are the parents of a son. John Hanky. weighing
eight pounds three ounces, measuring 20 inches.
born Friday. Feb 25. at 12 01 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital They have a daughter,
Knstin. 2
The mother is the former Kathy Rayburn. The
father is broker-owner of Kopperud Realty. Grandparents are Dr and Mrs. A.H. Kopperud and Mrs
Joe Nell Rayburn and the late William Henry
Rayburn. Murray'

Jeffrey Brent Austin of Lexington, formerly of
Murray, has been named to the dean's list in the
College of Business and Education. University of
Kentucky. Lexington. for tile first semester.
Austin is the son of Ms Janice Austin of Lexington and Dr Clegg Austin of Murray

Reford C. Alexander born
Mr and Mrs David Alexander of Lexington are
the parents of a son, Ftexford Charles, weighing
seven pounds i ounces, born Friday. Feb. 25, at
Central Baptist Hospital. Lexington The mother is
the former Sandra Wilson The father is a CPA with
Ernst and Whinney
Grandparents are Mrs Rex Alexander and the
late Mr Alexander of Murray and Mr. and Mrs
Charles Wilson of Louisville A great-grandmother
is Mrs Ha7e1 Snyder of Murray

Patients dismissed
I,0( al persons recently dismissed from Paducah
hospitals include Ruth Harden and Martha Hut, hens from Western Baptist, and I. W Burkeen and
Jeffrey Hughes from Lourdes
,

Tennis ploy Thursday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday. March 3. from 9 to 1030 a.m. at,
Kenlake Tennis Center The group will meet at 815
a m at the home of Marilyn Adkins to go to
Kenlake.
The lineup is as follows Court One • Gayle
Foster. Janie Howe, Vickie Baker and Agnes
Payne. Court Two
Norma Frank, Marilyn
Adkins, Vickie Miller and Kathy Young Substitutes
will be Becky Wilson and Cecelia Brock.

Michael Paul Eldridge born
Mr and Mrs Michael Eldridge. Ht 3, Murray,
are the parents of a son. Michael Paul. weighing 10
pounds 10 ounces. born Monday, Feb 21. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital The mother is the
former Karen Bynum
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs Charles Bynurn
and Mr and Mrs William Eldndge. all of Rt. 3
Great-grandparents are Mrs Irene Bynum. Rt. 3,
Riley Dunn. Hazel Road. and Mrs F:ulala Eldridge,
lit 1, Almo

HEALTH

LeCompte shows works
An exhibition by Tom LeCompte, senior from
Frankfort. is now on display on first floor of University-Center, Murray State University .His show to
run through March II was juned by Steve Bishop,
Joe ttrgsby, Jerry Speight and Melody Wilder, art
instructors at MSU
A re( eption will be Saturday. March 5. from 7 to 9
p
(;idler). hours are 8 30 a in to 8 p m . Monday
through Friday. and noon to 8 p m Saturday and
Sunday with admission free
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parental or peer pressure
or, even, approval. When
that happens." he concluded, -we may begin
acting or making choices
based not on who we really are, but who we think
we ought to be."
The key then to choosing a satisfying career is
"self awareness" or at
least, "knowing where
you are at any particular
point in time." It is this
message tht Dr. Schwartz
stresses to his students at
Queens College, where he
is a Professor of Counseling and Vocational
Psychology.
"Know yourself," he
says, **Dior
- i't kid yourself,
listen to the cues and
clues in your own head.
Try, explore, experience,
discard. Better to find out
now that you don't like or
aren't suited to
something, than to be one
of those people who finds
out 25 years later that
they're miserable in their
lob."
But what if you're one
of those people? What if
way back when you
wanted to be a gym
teacher your mother told
you it was, well,
"unfeminine," or what if
your father convinced
you to go to law 'school
because you couldn't
make a living at
psychology' What if you
made the wrong career

choice'
Dr. Schwartz says,
quite emphatically, that
if you feel unhappy, trapped or "burned-out" in
your present position first
be very sure that the problem lies in the Job and
not you. Ask yourself
honestly if your Job situation reflects other patterns in your life, if six
months after making a
change you won't feel the
same way all over again.
If you're relatively certain it's the job that's
wrong and can't be fixed,
Dr. Schwartz says. by All
means, take the risk,
begin the exploratory_
process.
As he puts it, "At 45 you
still have 20 years of
working in front of you.
Isn't it better to take the
risk than face the
boredom' At least if you
take the risk you have
hope, the other way,
you're doomed."
Oh,just to bring you up
to date on my daughter's
career situation,
sometime after her
fateful response I took
her aside and, in my
sweetest of sweet voices,
told her, "You know, you
can be a lady who grows
lots of babies and
something else."
"Okay," she smiled,
her sweetest of sweet
smiles, "I'll be a nurse."

Wednesday, March 2
Thursday, March 3
, Thursday. March 3
Bible study by Martin's meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis Ellis Center.
Chapel and Good Center.
Shepherd United
Three Kentucky
Methodist Church
Parents Anonymous authors will present a
Women will be from 1 to 3 will meet at 6:30 p.m. For program at 8 p.m. at
p.m. at Martin's Chapel information call 759-1087 Calloway Public Library.
Church.
or 753-6089.
A reception will follow.
The public is invited.
Hazel and Douglas
Mothers Morning Out
Centers will be open from will be at 8:30 a.m. at
Ceramics class of
10 &M. to 2 p.m. for ac- Good Shepherd United Westside Baptist Church
tivities by senior citizens. Methodist Church.
will be at 7 p.m.
Murray State UniversiMurray Women of the
Mothers Day Out will
ty VITA Center will be Moose are scheduled to
from noon to 4 p.m. to meet at 8 p.m. at lodge be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.
assist all students, senior hall.
citizens and low or fixed
Bea Walker Group of
income people who need
Senior citizens acassistance in preparing tivities will be from 10 First Baptist Church
tax forms.
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel Women will meet at 7:30
and Douglas Centers and p.m. at home of Mrs.
Mission groups of from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at James Rogers.
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at church'.
Lavine Carter directed Feb.
Flint Baptist Church the program on "Iowa
Plans for the obsermission groups are Beginning A State Con- vance of the Week of
scheduled to meet at 7 vention" at the February Prayer for Home Misp.m. at church.
meeting of the Baptist sions, March 6 to 12, were
Exhibition' by 15 ad- Women of Elm Grove discussed. The group will
collect food for Need Line
vanced drawing class Baptist Church.
The meeting was at the during the month of
students at Murray State
University will open at home of Bobbie Burkeen. March.
Assisting Mrs. Carter
Opal Hale read the
Upstairs Downtown
in
the
program
presentacalendar
of prayer.
Gallery,401A Maple St.
tion were Juanita Lee,
Also present were
Elects Fulkerson and Letha Cossey, Modelle
Thursday, March 3
Jimmie Lee Carmichael. Holland, Mable Blalock
Mrs. Fulkerson, presi- and Mildred Geurin.
Murray eivitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at dent, presided. The group
Refreshments were
Singles Class will meet Homeplace Restaurant.
planned a book study on served by Mrs. Bwiteen.
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Students from Springer
LOS ANGELES (AP) ner ceremony.
Phi will meet at 7:30 p.m.
and Woods Hall, Murray at home
"She has entertained
of Glendla — Singer Delores Hope,
State University, will ex- Wilson.
wife of comedian Bob thousands of our military
hibit art works in Mason
Hope, has been honored troops throughout the
Art Gallery, Hart Hall,
Annual luncheon and for her contributions to world and, moreover,
today through Thursday, card party by Garden the USO, an organization numerous institutions
with hours 3 to 6 p.m. at Department of Murray with which her husband within the United States
no admission.
Woman's Club will start has been emaciated for have gained from her
concern for the welfare of
Murray Optimist Club at noon at the club house. decides.
"Delores Hope is one of others. Assuredly, she
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Make Today Count will the most gracious ladies epitomizes dedicated serHoineplace Restaurant.
nest at 7 p.m. at First ever to serve the USO," vice and a sterling examChristian Church, North said Virginia Rutledge ple for all Americans,"
IIISEXECIXTMEEMI Fifth Street off cowl Holley, USO president, Mrs. Holley said.
"What everyone knows
announcing that Mrs.
square.
Is
that she has been so
Hope
would
receive
the
•••••••••
am
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter VSO's Distinguished strongly supportive of
of Beta Sigma Phi will American Award in a din- husband Bob in their
marriage ..." Mn. Holley
x -1 *I.icon
nip
said. "What many people
do not know is that she
I.
11.:40.4
"
0 11
has made trips to entertain our service people in
114
such far-flung places as
wool sealar
Anchorage, Alaska,
Southeast Asia, Guam
Arr Coed*.
and several other distant
la Owed to an.
spots."
seance that June fri
The Hopes celebrate
Murdoch brido•sild
their 50th wedding anSi Steve Wolter, has J
niversary this year.

Lavine Carter directs program
n.

Delores Hope honored by USO
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many people experience
great changes through
the age of 22 and,
sometimes. beyond.
How then can parents
help their children choose
satisfying and successful
careen? According to
Dr. Schwartz, rather than
pressuring them to stick
to career goals that sound
good or gratify their own
egos, parents sould encourage their children to
try, explore, experience
everything they can, pursuing those activities that
really interest them,
discarding those that
don't
Dr. Schwartz calls it
"reality testing" and
says the important thing
is for parents to try to be
"nonjudgemental." both
in their encouragement
and feedback.
"We all have a 'real
sell,— he explained, in a
recent telephone interview, "comprised of
those things that really
interest us, our real
values, goals, etc. At the
same time, we all develop
a 'self-concept' which las
kind of a conscious or
semi-conscious image of
ourselves based on all our
experiences and interactions.
•'The problems arise
when our real selves and
self-concepts don't gel,
perhaps as a result of

Coming community events listed

20%
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20%
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By CAROL
Tannanhaaser
When asked recently
what she wants to be
when she grows up, my
four-year-old daughter
replied without the
slightest hesitation or
deference to liberation,
-1 want to be a lady who
grows lots of babies."
1 stared at her in
amazement I've been
dragging myself to work
for four years. trying to
provide her with a decent
role model, and she wants
to be a lady who grows
babies"
As it turns out, it is
much too soon to worry.
According to Dr. Lester
Schwartz, a vocational
uychologist and author
of The Career Finder
BallenUne. $$95t. my
little girl has a long way
to go before she reaches
"vocational maturity."
In fact, although it may
be reassunng for parents
to hear that their fouryear-olds want to be architects r based on their
experiences with wooden
blocks P. or their 14-yearolds want to be doctors,
actually ICS not all that
healthy to make firm
career choices that early.
Vocational interests
don't begin forming until
around the age of 14 and
don't begin to crystalize
until the later teens. Even
then, says Dr. Schwartz,
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MENDING
Shoe straps can be
mended with leather
from discarded wallets,
key cases, old pocketbooks and leather
clothing.
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WINNING QUILT — loeetta Morris Steely shows her prize winning quilt.
•TriAreund the World,"featured in Kentucky Quilt Calendar 1963.

Indian guru
of Brazil
talks of 60's
BRASILIA
Brazil
Maharishi
AP
Mahesh Yogi. the
diminutive Indian guru
made famous by the.
Beatles almost two
decades ago, now speaks
of the late 1960s as the
passing davs of ignorance,-We are now in the age
of enlightened days." the
founder of Transcendental Meditation said at a
press onference
day
The guru claiming
followers
in
worldwide, said he wants
to establish a South
American capital for the.
Age of Enlightenment
Ile aLso announced he
has a simple solutionfor the problems facing
Brazil. based on 1,
minutes of meditation
twice a day ile said the
government should encourage people to undertake his form of meditationlo end all suffering.
all prublems '
•
Comparing governMent to a parent, the
guru said, (*.merrimentis the father in the family
who Want':'et ery one to be
very:very happy ."
He said he will present_
his ideas to the nuntsters
of health and education
'

Quilt by Mrs. Steely featured
losetta Morris Steely
has had her quilt included
in the Kentucky Quilt
Calendar 1963 published
by the Kentucky Department of the Arts. Kay
Lowe, acting commissioner, Mary N. Shands.
chairman.
The cover features a
picture of Phyllis George
Brown, First Lady of.
Kentucky. with her son.
Lincoln Tyler. The
foreword page features
comments by Mrs. Brown
and one of the quilts from
her collection.
Mrs. Steely's quilt is
labeled "Trip Around the
World." It is a dizzying
kaleidoscope of 8.181 one.
inch squares Which took
over two years to complete.
The former Murray
woman was asked to sell
the quilt, but she refused
an offer. The person then
asked her to make
another quilt to sell and
she is now in process of
making another of the
same style and design. .
Mrs. Steely's quilt is
featured for the month of
June in the calendar
book. It won a blue ribbon
in the Regional Quilt Contest at.
e Carnegie Art
Center,'Covington; was
displayed for two weeks
at the Kentucky Horse
Park in Lexington along
with other winners from
throughout the state; and
later was displayed at
Shakertown and Bardstown and throughout
Kentucky for several
months.
The daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Garnett Morris.
South 16th Street, Murray, Mrs. Steely is the
wife of Dr. W. Frank
Steely,former head of the
History Department at
Murray State University.
They reside in Fort
Thomas. They have one
son, Dr. Billy Steely, and
one daughter, Lisa Steely.
Mrs. Steely graduated
from Murray Training
School. She received her
1,..••••a

B S. degree and Master's
degree from. Murray.
State University.
She is now director of
social services and adnus.sions at Baptist Nursing *Home at Fort
Thomas.
The calendar features a
quilt for each month anti
each one is printed in col. or.
On the (oreword page is
a quilt. -Painted Beauty." created in 1889 by
Emma Wiemer and- owned by Phyllis -George
Brown. His a double-size
design of beautiful fabric
arid has many unique
hand-painted patches
The January quilt is
Sampler." 16 pairs of
talented hands created
this intriguing fantasy in
salmon and rust for Jolly
Needleworkers.
Paducah.
-Double Wedding
Ring" is the quilt for
February. This is intricate Swirls of handpieced calico set in ecru
and hand quilted by
Maudie Warrix,
Prestonsburg.
The March quilt is
•'New Star," an original
design that cleverly lays
bnght stars and tiesagons on a stark - white
field and made by Martha
Bledsoe. Grayson.
"Bridal Wreath" is the
quilt for April which
features pinwheels of color swirling gracefully
across a soft cream cloud
and made by Ann Duddly,
larkstone.
May has the picture of.
- Grandma's Flower
Basket" by I.uvenia
Lowe of Elk Horn. It is
created in all cotton by
70-year-old hands and a
tender eye for spring.
Mrs. Steely's quilt is
featured for June
"Bicentennial Quilt" is
the July quilt. This winner was designed and
created in 1976 by
students in grades three
six and quilted
throu
by te •h rs as a
Bicenten
salute at

Latonia Elementary
School
The August feature is
"Kentucky Rose. Kentucky China." a formal
rose garden of hand pieced, appliqued and quilted
desigji b,y- Patricia
Scoville, Anchorage
"Oxford, England" Is
the September quilt. This
original design, based on
a traditional nine patch,
was inspired by the
medieval castle look. of
Oxford College. It was
made by I.ysa Scarborough of Lexington.

When one hears the
word fraternity, the first
thing that usually. conies
to mind is probably a party or SOUR' other (unloving, carefree activity
But for Jennifer
LaBelle. a Murray High
School freshman, the.
word has taken on a new
meaning TO her, it
means help.
Jennifer, the daughter
of Carol LaBelle of 702
Broad, is fighting caneer
It is estimated that the
The December quilt is cost of her medical ex"Federal Hill Feather" penses for treatment
It is a reproduction of a could range from 00000
quilt • made by Eliza to$100.000.
Cooper Rowan and given
A friend of her family.
to her Son. Judge 'John contacted . the Alpha Tau
Rowan, after his home. Omega 'AT()I fraternity
Federal Hill, was com- at Murray State Universiplete in Bardstown. The ty to see if its members
quilt was reproduced by would be interested in
Polly Smith of Mt Sterling.
he quilts in the
calendar are outstanding
examples of the craftsmanship that is practiced here in Kentucky. The
The Paris It ti a d
12 used, one for each
month, were among the !homemakers C 'Iub met in
34 winners in the Ken- the home of Robbie
tucky • Heritage Quilt iii:111)4.1 till TUCS,4144 , FA)
Society's 'Contest '82.' 15. at 1 p ru
Faustine Walker, presiThe KHQS, organized in
1981,_ seeks to . provide dent, presided She
recognition for the quilt reported Iota the council
maker's art, to document meting of Calloway
the state's quilt heritage homemakers
I medic Grogan gave
and to encourage the
craft through educational devotion with her se-ripprograms" is the printed Lure from I Corinthians
words on the back of the 13 1-3 She also read a
recitation on -love Sally
calendar.
Henson called the roll
with members answering
ith first valentine
remembrance
It was announced the
annual tasting luncheon
will be on Thursday,
April 28, at 11 a in at
First United Methodist
Church social hall The
price will be 12 50
Alice Steely presented
the major lesson on"Mix •
mg Foods and Drugs"
The recreation was
conducted by Amy
Wilson
Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Blalock
Other members present were (liarlene Curd.
Margaret Roach, Della
Taylor, Louise Dunn,
Mattie I.ee Buster,
Virginia Duke, Mary
Crutchfield, Dolly Kiser,
Topsy Brandon and Mary.
Alice Gee
The next meeting will
be Tuesday. March 8. at I
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Brandon.

Blalock home
scene of Paris
Rood meeting

AUTO PARTSSALES
PROVIDENCE, -RI.
I AP) — An increase in
sales of most automobile
replacement parts is es•

KENTUCKY QUILT CALENDAR
1983

Mr arol Mr, 1sher
Jones of South Fulton
r• the
enca-gernent of their
daughter I isa Gra% to
John Everedt Robinson.
soil of Mr and %tr. Jerry
I hilart of Fulton and the
late Illtatias ItobinsAan of
Nlichigari
The bride-del t is the
granddaughter of NIrs.
Glad% s Garland and the
Late- Elbert Garland of
MU!r.11. .11141 of .1 It Jones
am! the late Stella Jones
of I iestei
1,1 I.• J o e• • I • .1
graduate of South Fulton
Sc 1)0,11 and attendeil
the Unit visit% of Ten
nessee at 'Martin She
rime is emplo%ed to II 1 S
in South!. riltini
t is the
grandson ot the late Mi
and Mr s lotin Rue if %.1
tional \tine Mrc he of .
I Itoianson and the
Lit, I holm,. 1. Robinson
of Michigan and of Mrs
t
lie 11 r t of
111, 'Krum,
NI i
b c ii • cc II
I
gr.1.111.1trql from Fulton
'prints 111411 Set)'Nil arid
..ittentied the 1•111%ersii%
if jennessee at Martin
ilt. rime is emplo%
itii: An.
lul% wedding', is 1.1.1:1

Lisa GLav Jones
ham tle lames- Everett R(htnsori

Alpha Tau Omega fraternity helping
raise more funds for Jennifer LaBelle

October's quilt is
•'Duck Pond.'• It is a combination of applique,
batik- and quilting. and
this flowing blue beauty
was inspired by the duck
pond outside her home by
Rebekka Seigel of Owenton
"Patience" is the quilt
for November. This
''crazy quilt" in free hand
embroidery on silk and
velveteen took Mx years
to compete by Ruby Fannin of Morehead.

•••••••••••••1•Por

Jones-Robinson betrothal announced

peeled in IMO.
'This forecast is made
because the average car
age Is at the highest level
k the past 30 years. says
Alfred M. Rives, preside*al nem Aatomotive

raising money to help
meet the costs of her
medical care at the Kennedy Foundation
Research Hospital in
Angle. Texas
James Mann. All)
spokesman, is both
realistic- arid optimisticabout his fraternity's inviilvement
"We know we can't
raise that much. but we
are going to try anti raise
as much as we possibly
can, he said '' As of this
1110111ellt Sigma Sigma
Sigma- sorority is helping
us collect donations by
several means"
Mc fraternity has placed cans in the University
Center on Ow campus and
at several businesses
around town Businesses
involved are I hmnisonBunt Sporting Goods.
Gene and Jos Florist.
l'eoples Bank. Home
Federal Savings and
1.0an. Factory Discount
Shoes and Wal-Mart,

where member ., 1 sigma.
Sigma Sigma ha% e a
table set up
The Ale hi.ulcers
collecting door to door crc
town anti are charguig
cents admission to their
parties •Fliey ha% I. also
contacted other .vre
chapters and gotten them
to tirinvolved
ing up the issue to the In
terfraternity C'ouncil and
the Panhellenic 1'4011[141i
and hope. to get fibre
Ira ternities and soreit-itl,•••
on campus involved
One of the most so.
ces-sful ways of genii;
&mations in the past
roadblocks
will not be
used because of a new ci
is ordinance that
haat.% them for soli, itiici
funds
Anyone who w 1,hr,, to
II bfl an
make a COWL
either stop tr% one of the
participating businesses
near the
or the ATI/
intersectiein of Pith ami
Main

Babbles From Bobbie
"THE SEMI FORMAL WEDDING"

'

TN.!. pidn

'

-,0 •!..• !.•

Coldwater Homemakers Club
meets at home of Mrs. Bazzell
The home of Mrs. Ron.
nie Itatzell was the S41111'
eel the' February meeting
ot the Col (1-w t I"
ilonlelllaket%(lab
Mrs Sherwood Potts,
president, presided. Mrs
Clara Bennett gave the
devotion.
The county extension
agent in home economics,
Mrs, Jean Orr. discussed the clothing arid fitting
lessons to be comforted
A craft shown was a

rirIZTolarriXES4

ti..ithirfluitt• quilt .114.4,te
MI 'N 1 AO. le 1' Iliac%
visitor _
Mrs Dewy% itazzeli
recreational leadei
thri'etell a fun game
Also present %e're' M r
tle 14% rd. Elizalicth
F:sther
anti Esther Shank lin
members, and Itutti
Hoke,a visitor
The Martii ,eueeting
will be in the home of
Mrs Bennett

.!
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The Shon'iase
121 By-Pass
753-4541

RE-OPENING
,101
Thursday, March 3
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SUE & CHARLIE'S
RESTAURANT
Serving Those Fam OUS

FISH DINNERS
Hwy.68 & 80 At Aurora

Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4-9
Sun. 11:30-8:30
CS
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Dealt'
By Abigail Van Buren

CB Radio Plea,for Help
Could Send _Wrong Signal
fiF.AFt ARMY A v.oman signed ''Sitting Durk- asked
v. hat to do should her ear 14..4 down while she's alone
late at night in (hr middle of nowhere You told her if ahe
redw
for -help and therehi: he
harl
h.. roulri 4
IUO ks dui k
Ablis if this strarairml lady • ailed for help on her
go•ing her exact 1••• atom she would fw ad.ertiiing to the
world that ahe was alone and h. Ipleaa.
Inatead of the polo otfoer hair h w •IN patrol person or
a'arriaritan she hope. will • ono- to her aid a -had
•
ould pit k up her (laniard in distress signal .ind do
gu
her harm before help arrii.ed Then she it be 3 dead dur k
f•Al-ri,0 - r: IN rolORAlifl

•

Chamber singer featored

Rape and Hattering Hotlan.. T,4:4 North Fairfax Ave los
Angeles, 4414 90006
Please enclose a long. stamped e37 cents, self addressed
envelope with your $4 check or money order All proceeds
benefit ehr organization's 24 hour rape crow. and batter
mg hotline
GLAD I IIAVE ONE

The Calloway County
High School Chamber
Singers, under the direction of Lavaughn R
Wells, have been selected
as one of 10 choirs to
represent the United
States of Amenca at the
Ifth Annual International
Youth and Music Festival
in Vienna. Austria.in Jul) of this sear
The Murray Ledger &
limes is featuring an
autobiographical sketch
about each member of
the Chamber Singers to

I iF:AH ABBY The letter from thr •c• ,,ear old Minnesota
wornar:ise 92 vent old husband refused to spend an
unexpected inhentanne because he thaught they should
gave it for their "old age reminded me of an _incident in
MN own life
About .ki ',rank agn I was widowed and started seeing a
(favor( eti gentleman As time went ern marriage was
brought up and he -said thiv-nnty woman he ever really
wanted to marry had a father who did not care for htm, an
he decided to wait patiently to outlive the girl's father
Guess what' The father is still around Not only, is he
living. but Just last week I was told that Father now 9.1
is disgusted to be howling only Vin'
l'S The disor‘ed man is still unmarried
MAR.1(iRIF: H

allow readers to become
acquainted with the bical
representatives to Vienna

DEAR MAKJOHIF: SO what else is new? Often
the longest wait in the world is waiting for somebody to die.
•• •

OFAR CAUTIOI•S: Thanks for the warning. Many
others wrote to say the saint.. Head on for another
helpful item on the subject
Thanks for that • olumn telling women
what to do if thrv haa I- • ar troulile while they re alone at
on or lift
nigid ou -.aid -.Turn sour emertreno
the ti,aai to let .paaftera ti% know %ou have 1.ar trou hlr
thch sit in ,..•t:r • ar ith ',our intlov.a. rolled up and wait
ticlp
Ahlo, I v.ouldri t re. •.mincral getting out of OH' • ar
inexpenini,e refIcitive banner
Lo lift the hotel 1.1rOUgilf
Call
with large red lett. ra hearing thi• mcssage
thi• inside of the h.ok • air
Polo i• It 101oUld he phi. ed
ihis_r_r flora nothas_. li _geti•ul. of _the 3r It
ouragei would he roldsrrs ••r rapiata from Attie king
aiko
orl..f114
br • au.• 'the,
. might MoOMO. air polo r airs'
The i foot rrumal,11 plasta harmer folda op t••
• om pA rtrrierit mire Tek "10.11,1 ofie
all ..ollf I.. irip.
h., oh.
• • rit•-r or hothric ,ond ask 1 illy
1•3Lirierg f••r sal. If it dim-% wit
ari otitain. ham,. r
follow a Si tax ileduetilde donation to The Loh Anitchs

DEAB ABBY We had a family dinner at our home Our
son brought a girl from another state as his guest When
we gathered at the table for the blessing, his guest —
remarked. :Another pagan gesture***
total stranger
I immediately retorted "Pagan'. There was instant
silence I then prim reded with the blessing as hest I could
shaken
Thy rest of the das went smoothly In '.our opinion, how
should the. have been handled, and am 1 due an apology'--I AM APPALLED

Mark Willie, 17. son -of

Mr and Mrs Edward C.
Willie, RI 1. Kirksey, has
been a member of the
CCHS Choral Depart-

Exhibit at Wrather Museum

DEAR APPALLED: Welcome to the thorny thicket
or -free speech," often honored more in theory than
in practice. You honored it- NosvArt.it gu_

— Uncovering the
Jackson Purchase:
Historical Archaeology in
If vou put off writing letters be-cause you don't
West Kentucky" is a new
know what to say, send for Abby'. complete booklet
exhibit in the Wrather
on letter-writing. Send $2 and a long, stamped 137
West Kentucky Museum
cents), Self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter Ronk the Murray State
on
l'.0. Hoz :01023. Hollywood. eight 0003#4.
University campus.
The exhibit, funded by
the Kentucky Humanities
Council, presents a summary of work on historic
sites by the MSU Archaeology Program. It
Nie-ailor. Robert orr and Tracy, Beth Boaz.
K1111 Brown, Holly also suggests directions
Michael Rocco)
Angie Brown, Peggy: Cherry, Teresa Cunn- for future research that
Sixth grade
Chadwick, Kim Darnell, ingham, Bennie
Dawn Cantrell. Rodger Leah Fambrough, Gina Cushman, Gina Harris,
I foughty, I /canna Farris. Gooch, Cindy Kilgore, Heidi Heiss, Darren McVictoria Herndon. Kevin Laura King,Shannon Mc- Cuiston, Patrick Orr,
Kelly, Kim imugh. Kelly. Colston. Jason Phillips, Robin Richardson,
Thinker, Kathy Mus.ser, April Woods, Tammy Amanda Smart and
A seminar titled "NursBelinda Trimble, Angela Angle.
ing and the Health Care
Heather Williams.
of Women" will be offered at Kenlake State
Resort Park on WednesA reception open to the day, March 9, as part of
Three noted Kentuck)
Asswiation
-authors will pre-sent a is holding its 10th annual,. public will immediately the continuing education
program at the Calloway meeting in Murray and foliow the program._
program of the DepartThe appearance of ment of Nursing at MurCounty Publiclabrat)on his invited the writers as
Thursda). March 3, at 8 part of the conference these guest speakers is ray State University.
made possible by finanp in in the meeting rowan
program
Scheduled from 8:30
This is open to the public.
lir (larks H f)augha- cial assistance from The a.m. to 3:30 p.m., the sesai ording -to Margaret day of Murray State Kentucky Arts Council. sion is designed to prorevathan, director
University is the presi- the Kentucky Humanities vide an overview for
Jim Wayne Miller. poet dent of the association Council and Murray State registered and licensed
and to-at-her.'Charles and Katherine Cohen is au University
practical nurses of the
Bracelen Flood. historian charge of arrangements
courses and issues affecBARTLESVI
and no'. must, and JaITWS
The Public Library is
For every
Still, poet and novelist, one of the co-sponsors of Okla !AP'
will pre-sent ii panel the Thursday night pro- new pest-control product
brought to market, as
discussion on "Kentucky gram
Sources and
Writers
Books, written by the many as 11.000 new
He-sources "
authors. will be available chemical compounds
_Euphrema Dexter
Also Liking part an the for purchasing and may- may have been created
discussion will be be autographed during and evaluated, according opened her home for the
Molkwl Miller, professor the evening All of the to:Monte Edlund, director February meeting of the
in the I htpartilient of authors have works that of agronomy for Phillips West Fork Baptist
Church WMS.
English at Murray State are familiar to most peo- Chemical.
Laboratory work, field
A program on the State
l*tiivetsftY 'pie in tKe state and other
Iowa was presented by
evaluaof
and
safety
testing
h e Kentucky areas.
tion of a new pesticide Kathy Wilcox.
Lois Dixon read the
can take as many as 10
years and costs an names of the missionaries having biraverage of $13 million
• ••

Elementary schools list honor students
The honor rolls for the
fourth six weeks grading
period at Southwest,
North and East Callow a)
Elementary Schools lia..e
beell released as follows
SOUTIIW EST
Sixth grade
A it a in C II a in hers.

Tucker I iaphne Turner.
Loren Wisehart and MikeWood
—•
Sixth grade
Scott Adams, Charles

An her,. Alan liaz7ell.
ScuttSham-Black. Lisa Cleaver,
Taintn) Downs. 51elissa
Var1441 Hine and 1..aura !Ito ks. Rhoda Jones.
JOM'S, all A's
V a le rte Jones, Jason
Teresa Armstrong, fi ulin. A 11'0 1111 A•s114...
Stefan' Barnett, C,Inger
Stepili-O I AlVeli. ilefiBilluigion. • Karen Dale. mfer Massey. Bnan Ma• Amy Feigusuri. KeMirth o hell lielitne Molt lam
(;rare.lhirla
Niirincy. Tammy Parker.
Felisha Lamb. I
Jennifer Parrish, Patrick
toverrast. Wendy- Peiper. Robinson-. Ifiinielle
Renee Thwratt. !Lit ii I,. Rodrigue/ and Heather
Walikop Chantal Vi',, kin Walston
and Jon Wursl
EAST
NORTH
Fifth grade
Fifth grade
Nun Moore, 1.1)ri
Slichelle Clayton, An- Roberts. k aths Wilson
drea Crii•k. Lisa Culver,
Nlichelle Stub1,eigh Anne Furr, Ntelissa blefield, all A's.
Green. Penny Green.
Eli/alien' Mut•uiston,
Beth, Haley, Angie William Dunn. Tonya
hael l)a% is. Jennifkr Bruce,
tias Wood. - M
napkins. Mike Kelso.
Darb) Futrell, Scottie
Paul Lamb, Tara Gra)
Lamb. Alan Miller, Angie
Beth Henninger.
Miller, Jennifer Price, Mann, David Futrell.
on
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WELCOME WAGON
WANTS TO
VISIT YOU

Three authors will speak at Calloway Library
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ting and influencing the
health care of women.
Roby Black, assistant
professor of nursing at
Murray State, will conduct the seminar, which
will include discussion of
morbidity and mortality
rates, mental health,
sociocultural factors, and
the importance of preventive measurys.
Among health problems to be explored will
be premenstrual syndrome. toxic shock syndrome and genital

Euphremo Dexter hostess
for West Folk Baptist WMS

Ar.

•

the archiseislog4ts 'hope
to do as the program -expands.
The exhibit describes
sites and artifacts of five
major time periods in
Jackson Purchase
history: the First Explorations, First Settlements, Mid-Century,
Civil War, and PostHelium eras.
Recent projects such as
the Whitehaven excavations, are summarized,
and the Wadesboro

survey (planned for this
spring)is previewed.
Along with the Wrather
Museum exhibit, the
Humanities Council has
funded a traveling exhibit
which is now touring the
Purchase Area. 'Slidelectures and workshops
are also planned for the
spring.
The Wrather Museum
is open Tuesdays through
Fridays, from 1 to 4 p.m.
Martha Guier is the
director

Nursing seminar scheduled

-

I

Mart Willie
'irrient.for four years
Willie, a bass, is a
three-year member of the
Chamber Singers, a
three-year member of the
Concert Choir and a fouryear member of the Columbia Blues, a vocal jazz
ensemble at the school.
He also is a member of
the "Singing Telegram"
which is one of the fundraising projects to help
finance the group's trip to
Vienna. He has performed leading rotes in the an-

nua I ('Cl-LS Christie=
Madrigal Dinner
Yuletide. Songe Feaste for
the past three years.
Willie has participated
in the Quad-State Choral
Festival at Murray State
University for two years
and in the Kentucky AllState ,Chorus at Cincinasti3011io, in iftia,He has
received superior ratings
at the Kentucky Music
Education Solo, Ensemble and Choral Contest
for the past two years.
Active in ether activities. Willie is a sensor
studying auto mechanics
at Murray-Calloway
County Vocational
School.
He attends Owens
Chapel Baptist Church
where he serves as Sunday School Superintendent. He has sung with
the •'Halleluiah Singers,"
a youth group there for
six years.
His hobbies are music,
boating and fishing. He'
plans a career in the
automotive field after
graduation.
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thdays that day.
Presiding was Violet

Johnson with Ann Nance
leading the opening
prayer.
Mrs. Johnson announced the Week of Prayer for
Home Missions programs
will be Tuesday, March 8,
at 130 p.m. and Thursday, March 10, at 8:30
a.m with breakfast in the
fellowship hall of the
church.
The , group voted to
change the meeting time
to the second Thursday of
each month at 1:30 p.m.
The women will sponsor the regular worship
service at Westview Nursing Home on Wednesday, March 2, at 10:30
a.m.
Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Dexter.
Other members present were Lame Sledd,
Cozy Garland, Elaine
Collins. Ruth Parker and
Doris Greer. A new
member present was
Nancy Taber*.

herpes, as well as
hazards to women in the
home and work setting.
The fee for the course is
825, which mckides lunch,
breaks and workshop
materials. Nurses may
earn credit for rive continuing education contact
hours by attending the
seminar.
Pre-registration is encouraged. Anyone who is
interested in attending
may pre-register by contacting:
Janice Russell, Nurse
Administrator for Continuing Education, Department of ,Nursing, Mason
Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, tele hone 7624661.
,

ASSIGNED — Airman
David A. Henderson, son
of Bill L. and Brenda A.
Henderson, Benton, has
been assigned to Keealer
Air Force Base, Miss.,
after completing basic
training at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas. He
now will receive
instruction in

the
:clacommunications
operations field. He is a
11110 graduate of Marshall
County High School., Benton.

18 HOUR SALE
WIGGINS FURNITURE
Closed Wednesday and Thursday —

We're Even Cleaning Out The Warehouse

All Regular Prices Forgotten Friday & Saturday - 2 Days Only
Nothing held Back For I 8 Hours Only
Open 8:30 to 6:30 Friday and Saturday—
Don't Forget

2 1 2 Miles North of Murray

641 North

Wait Until Friday & Saturday To Buy Your Furniture
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS Designer practices putting accessories together
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sional do-it-yourself
decorator The way to get
the accessories right is to
practice putting combinations together and
stand back and see if they
work, said the designer
-Of course, you can't
do that if you don't have
enough to choose from,"
she added,noting that her
idea of an ideal client us
one who asks that at least
two items be selected for
every spot so that she can
change off from time to
tune Ideally, she thinks
you ought to rearrange
things every six months
or so Just to keep yourself
and others interested
As the finishing touches
that perform the same
function for a room that
jewelry and makeup provide for the appearance.
accessories ought to oceupy more thought than
they do,- she said Not (inly do they complete a

on the house
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instead of -even
threes
and fives instead of twos
and fours
Even though you may
be all thumbs when it
comes to arranging a
tabletop or wall display.
you can improve your eye
for an attractive design
with practice Use your
own h.ome ..as a
la bora t ry
Hume
decorating magazines
and books can supply a
source for new ideas.
You may also get ideas
at a friend's home or in
the displays at home furnishings stores Study the
source closely. to %CC CXaCtiY how a table is set, a
sofa festooned with
pillooW:,, a manteljnet.e
th.corated
As a rule. most nonprofessionals err on the
side of timidity. says Ms
Winkler They choose
items that are too small
and insignificant, then
use tOo many of them
together in an effort tomake up in bulk what is
lacking in drama and
originality .
•'When choosing betw yen two accessories
which are about the

same, always opt for the
larger one and you arc
unlikely to gto wrong.
she says
A single piece of
sculpture on a pedestal in
front of a window or next
to an arrangement of
plants is a much stronger
and more s4ta I decorati% e
touch than a whole collection of small iteins. ad.!',
Barbara Taylor Brad.
Lord, a decorating
authority
As a rule, display s of
disparate objecL,fall flat
You usually need a unify log theme Ito tie it all
t og et her The t hem..
ought be t cilor
all the
items 10 the same (or
related colors ter, if
it tight be function
group of perfume Nottic.
or teapots
Too many act essorit,
on display lcatis to Y
confusion Soloctime,,, an
immediate improvement
is made by simply packing half the items aVsa
ant ai sight Then in a few
months, the things that
have been put aVa.11!• are
re'y cled for display and
those you've tired of look all4 at are put aWay
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room and lend it personality, warmth and color, their placement also
can serve to emphasize.
the room's best features,
subtly eliminating from
notice those areas not
quite up to snuff
There are only a few
decorating rules that apply to the arrangement of
accessories Furthermore, these rules are
often successfully. ignored
those with a
good eye and an interest
ui creating a novel interior The rules that do
exist largely. center
around the idea that objects used together
should be compatible in
proportion and mood
They don't hare to be the
same sue hut the ie.cessories should relate. to
one another in bulk and
st•ale.
You should not try to
put a tiny lamp on top of a
large. sofa table or to
crowd a bunch of large
objects onto a fe w
By ANDY LANG
shelves. for. example
AP Newsfeatures
Another guideline that
From various sources
Most (of the title usually' produces gotod
come these bits of in- hazards which the pur- results is to group the acformation of interest to chaser of__a_house fares cessories in odd
. _ numbers
the home owner.
are fairly commonplace,
. _Gaming. increasing al.m. ,
wie • cs.t not_ Usten
tention among house to this tangle told IA
developers and lenders is Robert Dawson, presithe practice of public auc- dent of Lawyers Title Intions to sell houses. This surance Corp of Richmethod has been around mond, Vu In Florida, a
a long time but recently single man who wanted to
began to pick up steam.
buy a house •'borrowed"
Gordon (:reene, presi- a wife to sign the legal
dent of Chicago-based papers because a real
Real Estate Auctions estate broker told him his
Inc., one of the few com- chance of obtaining
panies specializing in this credit would be better if
field on a national basis, he were married The
says prospective buyers assumed wife was marget an opportunity to in- ried to another man She
spect the properties prior signed many legal
to the auction and are papers. Everyftig got
prequalified to determine rearcomplicated, but it
If their incomes are suffi- really exploded when the
cient to support mor- buyer defaulted on his
tgages on the auctioned mortgage payments and
bototes.
moved to another city

By BARBARA MAN'ER
AP Newsfeatures
New York interior
designer Bebe Winkler
recently pulled up to a
client's home in Rye with
a truck full of furniture
and accessories.
The startled woman
was alarmed to notice
that the accessories took
up far more room than
the furniture But Ms.
Winkler calmed her
client by explaining that
when the truck returned
to New York most of the
accessory items would be
on it The point of her
story is that "even an experienced designer can't
Just see something in a
store and know it is
perfect for a room No
matter how experienced
you are, you still have to
experiment.
If that is true for the
professional, it goes double for the nonprofes-

Carrico Paint &
Floor Covering

PLAN

HAI196K

1210W. Main

V
,
:k1(" liirIZI
MINIS

Murray 753-3080

THE EXTERIOR OF THIS ONE-STORY, four-bedroom
passive solar design is accented by vertical and angled wood
siding. The concept utilizes the sun room and the architectural elements as the basic •energy device. To prevent heat
waste, walls and ceilings are well-insulated. Plan HAI'96K
has 1,948 square feet. For more information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope -- to architect
Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park Court, Searingtown, N.Y.
11507.

here's the answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — Is there an easy
way to remove white
paint from the bricks on
the front of our house?
We think it would look
better if the bricks were
red.
A. — There not only is
no easy way, but it can be
such a major job that trying to remove the paint is
not recommended. It can
be sandblasted, which.
wouldhave to be done by
I professional company,
or taken off with a paint
remover, which is a chore
to end all chores, but your
best bet is to leave it the
way it is or paint over it.
Yes, it probably would
look better in the natural
color, but some people
apparently don't think so.
Q. — We have moved
Into a new house. When
we began to gather things
from the old house, we
discovered several pieces
of luggage kept in the
basement bad developed
a slight mildew. We
washed them with soap
and water and dried thein
thoroughly. Now we keep
the luggage upstairs and
don't expect to have the
same trouble, but just to
be sure, is there anything
we can do to prevent
future mildew from attacking the bags?
A. — You probably
have convicted the trouble, but wipe the luggage

with denatured alcohol,
using a clean cloth and
not saturating it Dry it
where there is a movemeat el air. — near an

electric fan, if necessary.
Waxing it will help to prevent another case of
mildew. Remember,
mildew flourishes where
it is damp, warm and
poorly aired.
Q. — I want to build a
freestanding, cedar
closet in. my attic.
Anything special I should
know?
A. — The Aromatic Red
Cedar Closet Lining
Manufacturers Association describes such a project in this manner:
"Start by making a 'foundation' of 2-by-4 lumber
nailed together on edge.
To this nail, in order, the
floor, side, back side,
ceiling — all 44th-inch exterior plywood. To support low-cost hollow-core
doors, install a 2-by-4)at
each side, of the closet
front. You can use
plywood doors and
eliminate front posts, but
manufactured doors are
less likely to warp. Line
the closet with aromatic
red cedar, applying
pieces in random lengths,
horizontally, for a pleasing effect. Also, cover the
ceiling and floor with the
same wood.
Before hanging doors,
cover them with red
cedar also, using nails
and a new cartridge-type
adhesive, since the surface of a hollow-core door
Is very thin. Finally, add
a cedar shell and the
clothes rod centered between doors and back.
Add magnetic catches to
keep the doors closed. Insure an airtight closet

installing stripping
around the doors. Add
fascia as required. Finish
the doors and closet exterior, but not the interior." .
A personal postscript is
that the fumes or aroma
exuding from the wood
would be sealed in and
thus ineffective if the inside of the closet were
finished with anything.
This is something to be
remembered years later
if you feel inclined to use
a sealer or other finish on
the wood. Resist the urge.
Instead, go over the wood
with sandpaper or steel
wool, which not only will
give it a new appearance.
but open the pores to
release the aroma.
Q. I am a typesetter
for a daily newspaper and
have set your column for
use in our paper. I was
especially interested in
your reply to a reader's
query about holding
mitered corners together
in the making of picture
frames. Your suggestion
to use a vise or certain
clamps undoubtedly will
work out all right, but I
have another method that
is very simple.
The easiest and best
way for putting picture
frames together and
holding them in place until the glue dries is to bind
them together with string. Simply glue the
mitered edges, place the
sides in place and then
proceed to wrap the outside edges of the assembl-

A
An excellent idea
ed picture frames
together with string In .1 should have thought,of it
doing this. I generally use myself. Many is the tune
about 15 turns of the str- I have stood across the
ing around the frame, table from a printer and
stretching it tight on watched him put the type
diagonalcorners. This is in place and "be up- the
done, of course, on a flat (unit: Thanks a lot. •
surface like a kitchen
In recent years, I
Q
table.
been
using nothing
have
You will find that when
paint, since it Ls
14 or 15 turns of the string but latex
clean
have been wound and so much easier to
pulled tight around the up the rollers and
assembled frame, it is anything that has spilled
very tightly secured for a One of the things that has
strong* glue joint. After puzzled me is Wilt to tell
the joints have dried, the whether one or two coats
string can be removed Of paint will be needed on
and Nos. 3 or 4 finishing a wall. Is there any sure
nails can be driven way tote'!" No. The
. general
A
through the. joint to provide additional strength principle Li that paint of
When the frame has suffi- any kind will cover better
cient wrappings of string over a lighter color or the
around it, the end can be same color than it will
tucked underneath the over a darker color
several wrappings to However, paints differ in
their ability to cover well
keep it snug and tight
Having been a printer with a single coat and
for 35 years, I got this most of the time you can't
idea front the trade, since be sure until you have Itoprinters for generations plied one coat and allowhave used string to tie up ed it to dry for a day or
type forms to keep them two. Only then can you
intact and to prevent pil- determine whether a seing or spilling. The "hot cond coat is necessary
metal" days of printing
have given way to "cold
• To get a copy of Andy
type" where everything I.ang's booklet, • Paint
is done by phototypeset- Your house Inside and
ting and computers, and Out." send 50 cents and a
we no longer use string in long, stamped, selfadthe composing room. Let dressed envelope to
me know what you think KnowHow, P. O. Box 177,
of this idea. In the mean- Huntington, NY 11743
time, I enjoy reading Questions of general inyour column, as you terest will be answered in
come up with some very the column. Individual
good ideas for do- correspondence cannot
ityourselfers
be undertaken.
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Get Your Easter Dinner!
Aged Country Ham
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Cardinal comeback
topples MSU,66-58
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
LOUISVILLE: The
legendary Denny Crum
was angry. It was happening again
At halftune, before a
sellout crowd of 16.613 in
Freedom Hall, Crum's
Louisville •Cardinals,
ranked No 3 in the nation.
were trailing a little ol'
school from west of
nowhere. 27-25
destroyed the Murray
That little or school zone with an 18-footer
was Murray State and that tied the game at 31Crum was in a frenzy all Then, after a pair of
over the first-half's hap- free throws and a Scooter
penings It seems the McCray lane shot,
%raids have been playing Wagner sandwiched
tter on the road then another 18-footer between
cumuli; home and "going a pair of 22-foot bombs to
through the motions," push Louisville ahead for
Crum said
good. 40-33
According to
Wagner only had two
sophomore guard Milt points the first half but
Wagner, 'rum presented picked Up 20 after the
his tram with a question break for a game-high 22
during the break, "Do
In the po-game interyou think Murray can view, Crum said he didn't
beat us"'
have a single player
• Wagner said after- "play up to his ability in
wards, " and we ,iust the first half, not one "
kind of looked at each
He credited Wagner
other, all us players, and with bringing the Cards
we thought, 'Yeah, back into the game while
they're a good enough praising the Murray
team to beat us if we team effort
don't c01111' out in the sewas impressed with
cond half mentally ready them I MSU
I thought
to play
they did an excellent job
(rum's question must Murray didn't let us do
have struck a tender the things we wanted to
nerve because in the se- do," Crum said "I
Lond half the Cards thought Murray played
outscored their Murray real well Ron Greenei
visitors, 41-31, to take a could be proud of them.16-58 final decision
And Greene was proud,
'At the half I thought
as
proud as a losing coach
we were in pretty good
shape," MSU coach Hon could be after his team
had held as much as a
;reene observed
But after the break nine-point advantage in
Wagner (aught fire and the first half
"Coming into the game
we felt if we could get
past their first line of
defense we could
establish the tempo and
have a good shot They
can
beat you in so many
The final basketball
meeting of the Murray ways it makes it difficult
State Racer Club will be to prepare against
Wednesday at noon at the them," Greene said
Golden Corral Steak
"What we wanted to try
House in Murray
and avoid was throwing
Club members and pro- the ball in then running
spective members are in- into their trap, let them
vited to attend the lun- get the steal, a dunk and
cheon which will be then we'd he out of the
highlighted by a question contest Once they 1U of
and answer session with 1., get going on you like
MSU head coach Ron that it's tough to stop
t;reene
them"

Racer Club

Murray maintained its
game plan for much of
the first half, leading 6-4
at the 14 50 mark and
forging ahead for 10
minutes until a Scooter
Mct'ray Jumper gave the
hosts a brief advantage,
22-21. with 4 15 to play
Louisville had an opportunity to take a lead
into the lockerroorn, but a
two-on-one break against
Murray's Glen Green
resulted in no basket and
a charging foul on Billy
Thompson
Greene called the play
by his senior swingman,
"one of the gutsiest plays
I've ever seen "
At 6-6, and barely 175,
Green gave up two inches
in height and 20 pounds to
the driving freshman
from Camden, New
Jersey Rut the Racer
standout bounced back
and hit four free throws to
regain the lead for the
Racers
Green's 10 points led
everyone at halftune and
Racer tearrunates Ricky
Hood and Brian Stewart
had six apiece at the
break Green finished the
night with 19, Hood was
next with 14 and Lamont
Sleets, after a three-point
first half, ended up with
12
Charles Jones was the
only Cardinal besides
Wagner to hit in doublefigures He .scored 11 of
his 12 points in the second
half
Turnovers and offensive rebounds by
Louisville were Murray's
demise
Sixteen
giveaways in the game,
including 10 in the first
half cost the Racers the
momentum after their
hot-start performance
On the boards the
Cards' depth prevailed at
Hood, Green. Youngblood
and Curran ran into foul

UK's Turpin;
Green, Hood
selected
All-District
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
rAP) — Kentucky's
Melvin Turpin and
Louisville's Rodney McCray have been selected
to a three-state All.
District team announced
today by the Natrona!
Association of Basketball
Coaches,
The District 7 team,
which includes National
Collegiate Athletic
Association Division 1
schools in West Virginia,
Kentucky and Tennessee,
also includes Keith Lee of
Memphis State, Dale
Ellis of Tennessee and
Vanderbilt's Phil Cos, a
Harlan County. Ky..
native
Members of the second
team are Willie White of
Tennessee-Chattanooga;
Dirk Mirmiefield of Kentucky: Greg Jones of
West Virginia: and Ricky
Hood and Glen Green of
Murray State.
The selections were announced by Tennessee
Coach Don DeVoe, who is
chairman of the District 7
coaches.

CARDINAL CATALYST
I ouisville guard Milt Wagner
above and blocking shot at
right r scored 20 second half
points to ignite a Cardinal
ometiack. downing Murray
State. 66-68 The sophomore
guard finished the nicht with
22 points for the No.3 ranked
1 Aansville squad

SEC teams
refuse
to give up

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Dale Brown and C. M
N-e- Wton expressed
similar thoughts - one
dealing with a season, the
other with one game.
"There's been some
obituaries written on us,
but this team's not dead,"
Brown said Monday night
after his Louisiana State
Tigers surged into fifth
place in the Southeastern
Conference basketball
race with a 91-87 overtime decision over
Florida.
"A lot of folks might
have packed it in, but not
Staff photos by Jim Rector
these guys," said
Newton, who saw his
trouble, picking up four ger board-minders and Kentucky
Vanderbil
t Commodores
Youngblood
1
3-3
4.
Praetors
•
4.0
•
and Morehead
Derr"0141. himdarner
each before the game's Louisville took a 41-31 re- State make
conference 641 Totals II 111.34 14 4410. C J. overcome a 14-point seend Sleets was the only bound advantage.
cond half deficit to trim
LOLIMVILla(RI
appearances.
S lIrCrey 114 4, /I Mel:ray 2 1.2 2. Georgia
player to foul out
71-70 on Jeff
The Cards improved to
Louisville travels to ( H Jerre 43 4-7
12. (orekrn 3 1.2 7.
While Greene was forc- 25-3 while Murray keeps Virginia
Turner's
two
free throws
Wagner
154
22.
14•11
(
3-3
4, Thaenaree 4
Tech for a
131 Wed 1114 I Mildar11111,4• Totals with only four seconds reed to shuffle his lineup. looking for its 20th vic- Wednesd
ay i8 p.m.)
Isrs
Crum kept sending in big- tor). at 19-6.
maining.
MAMMY* Murray Si rr. Lawaviia
game.
They were the only two
Friday and Saturday
euled
Sleeu Total lade Mar
MURRAY KT .111,
games in what has been
Murray returns to Racer
ray r. Lorieville 22 Teettorab M
(darn 7 7 It, Vermeil, 2 1 Heed 3
ray beech
the closest race in SEC
Arena where Eastern
14 Meets 3 114 11 %Arisen 4 Si 1
A 14 513
history and launched the
final week of the regular
season, with teams
scrambling for the six
first round byes in next
week's conference tournament at Birmingham.
Vanderbilt climbed into
third place at 9-7, a halfgame behind second
NEW YORK AP) - place Mississippi, 9-6,
Virginia's Ralph Samp- which visits 74 Auburn
son, Georgetown's Pat tonight. The Rebels need
Ewing and Memphis a victory to retain a
State's Keith Lee are mathematical shot at a tiamong those chosen as tle tie with seventhWhen you qualify as a preferred risk for
players of the year for the ranked Kentucky, 12-4 in
Stale Ault) Companies special Medalist Auto
U.S. Basketball Writers the league. Kentucky
your
Policy
rates won I go up with your first
Association all-district clinched at least a share
accident
college teams announced of its 34th SEC crown SunUnlike similar policies that require three years
today for the 198243 day by beating Tennessee
of policy ownership the Medalist allows this
season.
8941.
exemption immediately
The players and
Tennessee currently
coaches, respectively, occupies fourth place at
The Medalist recognizes the older safer
from each of the nation's 9-8, ISU is 84, Georgia 8driver with substantial rate reductions and
nine districts were:
9 and Mississippi State 7broader coverage Rate reductions begin as
District 1 — John 9, a half-game behind
earty as age 25 and are particularly attractive
Pinone, V illanova Rollie Auburn.
for the 45 to 64 year old
Massimino, Villanova.
Howard Carter scored
District 2 -- Pat Ewing, seven of his game-high 22
If you have a sale driving record, see lust
Georgetown; Lou points in overtime and
how low your car insurance premium can be
Carnesecca,St. John's.
freshman Jerry Reynolds
with the Medalist Auto Policy from State
District 3A — Keith added 21 points as ISU,
Auto Insurance Companies
Lee, Memphis State; Lee which spent most of the
Call us about mos car insurance breakHunt, Mississippi.
season in eighth place,
through for safe drivers
District 38 — Ralph lifted its overall record to
the bolonce foils below minimum, the rote decroosas
Virginia; Dean 17-11. Carter fired a long
to the rogulor NOW Account rote of 5.25%.
.Torth Carolina.
pan to Reynolds for •
District 4— Randy Wit- slam dunk thst gave the
tman, Indiana; Eldon Tigers an WO lead with
- Miller, Ohio State.
only 30 seconds remainDistrict 5 — Steve ing.
St'panovich, klissouri:
Georgia, 174, led 47-34
Norm Stewart, klisseuri.
early in the second half
District 6 — Clyde and had a $1140
ad•‘‘IN(.• \I) I U\\ ASSoCIATI41%
Drexler, Houston; Guy vantage with
less than
Lewis, Houston.
ESLI
A.1
five minutes to go.
'Num) Branch
District 7 — Sidney
Turner and Ted Young
••••
Green, Nevada -Las led the
1201 Main St.
cemebecii for
OEM anc
Vegas; Jerry Tarkaniark
••• •••-•40
WIMP
759- Iti.10
Vandy, 111-16, with Turner
Nevada-Las Vegas.
scoring the noel eight
District
— Kenny points. 'Turner finished
fa Mao Au**
Fields. UCLA; Georg* with 26 points and
Vern
bismtrasto• Coaspimiss
"Large eseough le be strung. rei mean ~ugh so be frit-ad/v."
Raveling, Washington Fleming had 111 to
lead
State.
Georgia.
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Darnell nominated McDonald's All American
dedication to excellence
in basketball The 5-7
guard leads the First
Region with a 21.7-point
game average and leads
the team in assists with
.45 per game
McDonald's All
American Basketball
Team was formed in 1977
to recognize and honor

Craig Darnell of
Calloway County has
been nominated to the
1983 McDonald's All
American High School
Basketball Team by the
Laker's coach Jack Pack
Pack nominated Craig
based on a combination of
outstanding overall
athletic peril:Inn/WM and

outstanding

soung
1,200
nominees are annually
submitted by high school
coaches from all over the
United States from which
a select team of 25
members is chosen
The All American
Team is selected by two
blue-ribbon commdtes of
athletes

Over

Vb
ve, ited
Th
e in b r st
.0
McDonald's 1983 '11!
,iie h.1•• bccri
High School
as onc
the
American
Basketball TV41111 and nip baskutball play its
their coaches will par- the ountr) said
Ilugh,- s. Nt urt a)
ticipate in the -,Ath err
nual McDonald's Alt %1‘ I /ociAlif s Manage!
lie s an exi cptionall)
American Game to tx•
talented athlete and
held in Atlan‘a. Georgia
on Apr II-9 Pro.creds from
i Ueda tat the Like!,
this utiique •'East vs anti Cii110t. at
1 •Tillg is the son of fictt)
West' game an 111 be
donated to the Atlanta Darnell. Nlurra . and
lion I +amyl! Colitstater
Ronald McDonald Ili,use

basketball experts head
John Wooden
by
legendary coach t 10 national collegiate championships when he was at
UCLA. and Coach
Morgan Woxitten, coach
of DeMatha High in 11)attsville. Md . one of the
top-ranked high school
teams in the country

ed

UK's Walker gives advice:

Hard players can ploy against anybody
LEXINGTON, Ky. "He was very mobile and
Kentucky he wanted the ball He
(AP)
freshman forward Kenny looked for Pus shots"
Walker. has some advice
Walker, corning off the
for basketball players bench to log 34 minutes of
who want to see their ef- playing time, scored 17 of
forts pay off.
his points in the second
"You-nhay hard every half He hit seven of his
game and something's nine shots from the floor,
bound to happen," said including a pair of tip-in
Walker. who scored 19 baskets on missed
points and 10 rebounds to layups.
pace the Wildcats to a 69The swooping rebound
61 Southeastern Con- has become a Walker
ference victory over Ten- trademark this season
and is perhaps his most
nessee.
"Play hard and you can significant contribution
to a team that has been
play against anybody."
Walker was so hot on
Sunday that he couldn't
be stopped by Tennessee
All-American Dale Ellis,
who has guarded some
fine basketball players in
his

time, including

'Virginia's Ralph Sampson.
Calloway County senior guard
Craig Darnell (15) was recently nominated for the
McDonald's All American High School Basketball
Team.
MCDARNELL -

e-•

By The Associated Press
As the major league
baseball camps officially
opened, several veteran
players found themselves
in new locales - or in
new pizsitions.
The most notable
changes involved Steve
Garvey and Don Sutton.a
pair of former Dodgers
who are beginning this
season with new teams,
and Bob Horner and Jack
Clark, who will experiment at different positions.
All major league
players were required to
report by today, with the
exhibition games beginning on Saturday. Garvey
arrived in the San Diego
Padres' training camp at
Yuma,Ariz., while Sutton
reported to the
Milwaukee Brewers'
base in Sun City.
"It's like my rookie
year in 1970," said
Garvey, 34, who signed
with the Padres as a free
agent during the offseason. "The excitement
Is there, the challenge is
there."
The right uniform
wasn't, however: the No.
6 uniform supplied him
had his name spelled GR-A-V-E-Y.
Sutton, who finished
11112 with the Brewers,
pitching the divisionclincher on the final day
of the season, had no
uniform problems. Nor
does he ezpect to have
any fitness troubles.
"The tut thing I can afford at my age is to get
out of shape and try to get
back into it," said the 36year-old Sutton, who his
mawon US games in
jor Magee seasons.
Sutton is aiming at
ning 111111, though he has
set no goals for this
season.
Clark, the slugging
right fteider with the
powerful arm, might be
moving from the outfield
to first base. San Francisco Giants Manager
Frank Robinson hasn't
made up his mind on that
switch, however.
Horner could be movbig from third base to left
field, where he will play
during intrasquad games
today and Wednesday.
The Braves would like
to make room in the starting Lineup for Jerry
Muster, a superior
fielder, at third, but only
if Homer can hack it in

when you ha).e a bad
'275
game. )ou still have tel )
get )ourself back "
Besides. Walker said,
he only does 44 hat comes
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DELRAY BEACH,
FIL (AP) - Argontine's Guillermo Vitas
breezed past Pavel
Mail of Czechoslovakia
6-1, 64, 641 to win the
rain-delayed 6366.1160
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people

about

generally weak on the
boards.
Despite his game-high
10 rebounds Sunday, Tennessee held a 31-24 edge
in that category
Tennessee Coach Don
DeVoe hailed him as "a
future NBA player" and
NBC commentator Al
McGuire said Walker
"will have his own record
book by the time he
finishes his senior year."

Your discount • rts su • smart

SPECIAL

• • I wouldn't want to
make any predictions
about him." Ellis said.
"but there's no telling
what he could do "
Walker took the praise
in stride
really don't listen

SCOREBOARD

Ili III Ill

Pro baseball
camps start
1983 season

"I was somewhat surprised by the fact that a
freshman was playing
that well," Ellis said.
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Cynthiana banker gains control of Butcher's Citizens Union

LEXINGTON. Ky
nounced Monde; that he
I AP)
Tracy Fanner had agreed to pay Tensaid bidding was so fierce nessee financier Jake
last week for control of a Butcher $31.2 million for
Lexington bank that he his 95 percent interest in
scheduled a news con- Citizens Uruon National
ference to announce the Bank and Trust Co.
failure of his second at•It was Just difficult to
tempt to buy it
Instead, Farmer an- nego
.o
ttate." Farmer said.

-'There were several people bidding on this bank
There were several people in state and out of
state who were interested
"It's been a hard
weekend." said Farmer.
who cemented the agreementWrith Butcher Satur-

day. "It's the first thne in
15 years I missed the final
home basketball game
for the University of Kentucky."
Farmer said Citizens
Union is not liable for
loans it had to assume
before the collapse of
Butcher's United

American Bank in Knoxville, Tenn.
The loans "have no
bearing on Citizens Union
at this time." even if the
borrowers default, be
said.
Butcher, who was chief
financier of the 1962
World's Fair and con-

Purdue professor to speak at Paducah clinic
Dr (*harks R Hicks.
Professor Of Education
and Statistics at Purdue
University . will be the
speaker at the American
Society for Quality Control's Annual All Day
Clain .to be on March 8,
at Paducah's Riverfront
Fite( olive Inn
Hi'ks prograni still be
entitled 'Problem Solv
trig hs Statist', al
Methods ''
The lint, highlights
March, yshich has been
pro( la lined "Quality
Assurance Month- by
Kentucky 's Gov John N'
firovin. Jr
This is the fourth conset uti‘e year for the
• )14141 .sixalvired 6) the
kson Purchase Sectom of American Society
for Quality Control
Accordnig to Jun Sextun clitilt chairman.
This year we are milef.d
fortunate to have as OUT
guest fir Charles Hicks,
noted statistican and
author Quality has
become the subject of inr•-acing concern to influstries faced with rising
( onsurner expectations
aft,1 in
COTT1petl-

t, reduce costs, and
strengthen that cornpany's competitive postlion "
Dr Hicks is a Fellow of
American Society for
Quality Control and was
national vice president.
1969-71 lie i.s the author
of "Fundamental (n( epts in the Design of Experiments- with the third
edition just being issued
fir Hicks has written 22
published articles on
various aspects of
statistics and their uses
The American Society
for Quality Control IN a
nun-profit organization
dedicated to the advancewent of quality in a wide
range of manufacturing
and service industries
The program will be
educational and of inti-rest to all areas of
business and industry
Members and non as well, are
welcome, according to
A Adams. publicity
director
The clinic fee is $45 per
person with all expenses
paid from this fee, intluding lunch
The stliedule for the
ti ri
day will be
lhe statistical
Fl 30 am
registramethipds presented by I it tio11
HIALs help isolate pro'I 15 a in
introducMem art-as which when tom if speaker
sok ed will improve quail4 3,0 a in to 11 &in

Dr Hicks
11 a In to 11 30 a m
Question and Answer Ses
sion
II 30 a in to noon

social session
(ion and Answer Session
`soon to 1 p m
lunch
For more information
1 to 2 30 p.m
[Jr persons may contact Jim
Hicks
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Presbyterian churches to rejoin

trolled Citizens Union at
the time. transferred an
estimated PS million in
loans to Lexington before
the Knoxville bank collapsed on Valentine's
Day.
Farmer gave few
details of the loans, except to say they had been
guaranteed to his
satisfaction.
"It's still to be determined how many of those
are bad. Some were probably good loans." he
said.
Citizens Union is Lexington's second-largest
bank It reported assets
of $3 4 million on Dec.
31
.
Farmer will own
475,238 of the bank's
500,000 shares of dock
once the purchase is approved by the U.S. comptroller of the currency
and the Federal Reserve
Bank of Cleveland.
"I have assets I have to

pledge that are quite
valuable, but all the
money ilor the purchase)
is mine." Farmer said.
Farmer said be
negotiated the sale with
Butcher and the the..
Walls that helped finance
Butcher's takeover of
Citizens Union last year.
Butcher ;kid about 1127
million for the stock, outbidding Farmer and
other prospective buyers.
The First National
Bank of Louisville, the
Mercantile National
Bank of Dallas and Third
National Bank of
Nashville. Tenn., put up
about half the money.
Butcher financed the remainder with personal
notes secured by his
stock
The three banks had, in
effect, a lien on the stock
and endorsed Farmer's
purchase after being
assured of repayment,
Farmer said.

It was reported last
week that settlement at
the transferred loans was
bolding up the sale.
Citizens Union attorney
Thomas P. Bell said
representatives of the
bank, the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp.
and the bank-bolding
company that bought
United American Bank
had met in Knoxville to
resolve the problem.
Farmer said he would
move to Lexington from
Cynthiana, where he also
owns a bank. He has extensive business holdings
In Lexington, including
the T.W. Lee's and T.G.I.
Friday's restaurants.

subject of long, rocky and - Churton of Augusta,
uncertain negotiations, remarked that he had exnow appears a foregone pected a lot of funerals
conclusion, even though before the step finally
some area units have yet was taken, but he was
to vote
glad he had lived to see it.
Already, by the deciWith the official
sion Tuesday on the old authorization for reunion
battleground, the rap- achieved, the event is to
prochement was confirm- be formalized June 7-17 in
ed The larger, more na- Atlanta. There
tionally spread Northern assemblies of the two
branch previously had denominations will meet
achieved its needed two- separately for three days.
Fresco Drake
thirds ratification maAfter a parade and HoFOR ytrEDNESDAY,
}ant y
ly Communion, the two
MARCH 2, 19113
Sixty-five TBI agents
That had been ex- assemblies will move JACKSON, Term. I. AP) -pected But' in the together for a week of Police raided more than and 75 local law enforce- What kind of day will tomorSouthern branch, the out- joint proceedings as one 100 West Tennessee ment officers par- row be.' To Bad out what the
tavern* and barrooms ticipated in the raids.
stars say, read the forecast
come was considered a church.
Blackwell said no ar- gives for your birth alga.
cliffhanger Until TuesIt will have 3.2 million looking for electronic
day, only 40 presbyteries members, 2.4 million gambling devices and rests were made but citahad approved and eight from the Northern, more issued an arrest warrant tions were issued to ARM
for one businessman on several people for posses- ( Mar.21 to Apr. 19 1.
1A
disapproved
generally spread body.
sion of gambling devices. Make plans for a special
But on that one day, six and 640.000 from the bnbery charges.
The maximum penalty holiday with a loved one. Good
of the units in several South, making the new The raids Monday
Southern states voted, all church the fifth-ranking followed a two-week for possessing an illegal news comes from agents and
of them favorably, and denomination in size in undercover investigation gambling device is a $300 representatives. Artistic types
begun after Benton Coun- fine and three months in succeed!
the final one so was the the country .
TAURUS
ty Sheriff Bobby Shannon jail.
Augusta-Macon meeting
lApr. 20 to May 20
The Calloway County told state officials
Gambli
ng
devices
were
Lay and clergy voted 50he
Affiliate of the American believed he
confiscated at 31 places in You'll put the finishing
15 in favor
was
touches on a work project.
Association target of a bribery the Henry County.
Heart
After that clinching
atEmployers hire new help.
reminds
persons
have
to
Seventeen machines Romanc
tempt.
vote, a longtime, retired
their blood pressure
were found in Obion oting. e is secretive and emclergyman. the Rev. Dan
Shann
on
accuse
Career matters prod
checked regularly.
businessman nerald County, including sper.
White of Paris of offering machines at the VFW GEMINI
etuRP...1 sHooLv
him $10,000 to assure a post, motel lounges and (May 21 to June 201 11.19
1I-4 AvE 11400C/14T OF
monopoly on electronic pool halls. Cunningham You'll attract more than
THAT LONG AGO r)
gambling equipment in said several slot your share of admirers. Enjoy
GO ^HEAP AMP
machines turned up, but popularity, but watch
( START WITHOUT ME,
Benton County.
most of the machines fickleness. Evening favors
BREAKFAST
Authorities issued an were the electron
ic draw socializing.
arrest warrant for White poker.
CANCER
-4 but still were searching
Obion County Sheriff June 21 to July 22) e
for him Monday evening. Nathan
Cunningham said Social contacts are helpful
The raid _took place at some of the machines had to you careerwise. You may
1-,10(
41
business places ranging been at the locations for be romantically attracted to
-).
someone on the job. Make
from neighborhood bars quite a while.
GARFIELO
to country clubs and net"This thing has been domestic decisions.
VS) ...•1410
• Srdical•
ted 242 electronic gambl- sort of in limbo on the LEO
ing
devices. Most of the law. It's not illegal to own i July 23 to Aug. 22) 4124iQ
OKA'
, BiLL I LUANT\
IF YOU SEE 4N1
I PONT KNOW
machine
s were used for one of the draw poker Short tripe have romantic
YOU TO SNEAK OUT
COYOTES COME BACK
I NEVER THOVE*17
playing draw poker.
machines, but it's against overtones. Partners see eye to
THERE ANC FIND MI
i4ERE AND TELL 05
eye. Attend a movie, concert
ABOUT IT,,,
Jack Blackwell, agent- the law to payoff."
BROTHER SPIKE
WHAT THEY RE DONE
in-charge for the West
Cunningham said his or play with someone you care
Tennessee office of the department could not about.
Tennessee Bureau of In- move against the owners VIRGO
vestigation, said the raids of the devices until an Aug.Z3 to Sept. 72
Seek raises or bonuses.
began shortly before noon undercover officer had You'll make
important strides
in Obion, Weakley, Henry actually played the careenvise. Set
up appointand Benton counties.
machines and been paid ments. Home entertainments
"We went to truck stops for winning.
are favored.
on Interstate 40, Steve Watson, special LIBRA
I'M GOING TO
American Legions, Elks' agent-in-charge of the (Sept.23to Oct. 22)
THE STORE AND
Lodges, country clubs, TB1 Criminal Division in It's a romantic time for
GET MY MONEY
beer joints, grocery Nashville, said the TBI lovers. You'll enjoy unusual
stores, service stations," has not determined who rapport with children. A new
BACK
—
)1
Blackwell said. "We're owned the gambling self-confidence impresses
dealing with approx- machines or whether an those you contact.
unately 250 machines in organized ring was in- SCORPIO
four counties. They have volved.
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
anywhere from one to siz
"That's a continuing Money or a job opportunity
machines at each loca- part of the investiga- comes unexpectedly. Business
lunches bring important
tion."
tion." he said.
"developments. Keep the
secret of a family member.
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.
By GEORGE CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
At the place in Georgia
where they parted company with their Northern
brethren over slavery 121
years ago. Southern
Presbyterians this week
turned a corner that promises to put the two branches of the church
together again
It was at Augusta. Ga
on Dec. 4, 1861, at the
start of the Civil War, and
at Macon. Ga., at war's
end In 1865; that the fracturing occurred, and
there, the Augusta Macon Presbytery decided to mend it
The decision by that
area unit of the
Presbyterian Church in
the USA gave the
Southern denomination
the needed three-fourths
of favorable presbytery
votes the 4Sth of 61 to
ratify merger with the
United Presbyterian
Church
The reunion, rejected
by the Southerners in
previous tries and the

Your Individual
Horoscope

Gambling devices are
focus ofpolice raids
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1 L •al Notice

1

Legal Notice

2

Notice

2 Notice

•

PUBLIC AUCTION
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
SURPLUS VEHICULAR EQUIPMENT
TVA GARAGE, LAND BETWEEN THE
LAKES,GOLDEN POND.KENTUCKY
Sale No.44-400117. Approximately 52 surplus
vehicular !terns.
Sale Date and Time: March 1. 1983. starting
at 9 a m. CST.
Inspection Data: February a,1983.8 a.m. to
3 p.m. CST.
Bidder Registration: March 1, 1983. from 7
a.m.to 9 a.m. CST
For inspection and directions to the Land
Between The Lakes sale site, contact Wayne
Howard, telephone area code 302/9244879 or
3802.
Items to be sold include sedans, sedan
deliveries, pickups, vans, platform trucks,
tractors. 4-wheel drive vehicles,
truck
farm tractors. backhoe loaders. forklifts,
plus 25 lots of various other items including
scrap copper, scrap aluminum. solar water
heaters, portable electric heaters, air conditioners, 3-wheel Honda trailbike. boat, outboard motors, pumps. wet/dry vacuums,
posthole diggers (gasoline). circular saw.
and electric drills.
REMOVAL: All items sold should be
removed as soon as possible and MUST be
removed by March 11, 1983.
TERMS: Payment must be in full on day
of sale by cash, certified or cashier's check,
bank draft, postal or express money order,
or personal or company check IF accompanied by a bank letter of credit addressed to TVA. Any other method of payment not acceptable to TVA will require the
buyer to leave the property at the location
until satisfactory method of payment
received.
NOTE: Other specific announcements
may be made the day of sale.
TVA INVITES YOU TO COME AND PAR
TICIPATE IN THESE SALES
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
MARKETING BRANCH
SURPLUS PROPERTY SECTION
CHATTANOOGA,TENNESSEE
Joe C.Sparkman,Supervisor
'Te hone 615/751-2801
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CARTER STUDIO
c
0
,
•
titAitil
Si 8..4 al

spiretiesial message to
beigbtest yew day.
S9-

4445.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

CUSTOM
STONE
SETTING

awnrestee yea NW
veer 'pewee
retirement income yea can't

Jewelry Repair,
Pendent 4104111tiny, Gold Chain
Repair. Medi to
order jewelry.
Ed Jennings
Box 64

Kr
42071

Murray

FURCNES
JEWELRY

Cavil Simms
M/G Complete Glass
Co has all types of glass
7531835
mirrors and plexiglass
Cut to all sizes arid
%napes we install store
Copy Work' an
tronts
replace
Rrstorotion *let
aluminum boors
lOkers. hinges
locks
In. ,t
Ny
We
and weatherstrips
CARTER STUDIO
install auto piss:. fix
.:004'ss
1:14
storm windows. storm
doors and patio door
glass Make up show
casds and picture.
frames MAC Glass. 116 Found black Labrador
on East 94
759 9676
Coldwater Rd 753 0110
after ap m

S. Lost and Found

NOTIC
Fer yew ceevesheare.
Setter hew ew Win beet
we be et ear
fren 6,311 PM te
se $eedeyk, Teitteleys
Wkersilew wed Meer,
resoosis, OIDS11011111.
POWT1AC, CAMUAC
14165. Male
11111)3

Vernons
Western
Store

Classified
Phone --

753-1916

23. Exterminating

33. Roomsfor Rent

11. Farm Equipment

One rack of
selected shirts and
jockets. Reduced
to
15 -

10

Hrs. 9-9 Deify
1 -6 Sunday

Telephone solicitors for
evenings
753 8165 or
436 2411

TRUCKING,
No experience
nocissory. For information call

3. Card of Thanks
CARD OF THANKS
We would like to
express our thanks
and appreciation to
our family, friends
and neighbors for
their acts of kindness and words of
comfort shown us
during the death of
our loved one Nellie
McCallon. Special
thanks to Bro. Bob
Dodson, Gus
Roberts, Jr. for his
beautiful songs,
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, the
pallbearers and
everyone for their
visits, calls, cards,
food, flowers
prayers during
time of sorrow.
special thanks
Dr. Vire and
urses at Murray
alloway Co
ospital who were
attentive and
Ind
May God
each of you in
very special way.
The McCallo
amil
CARD OF THANKS
family of Noel
arrish wishes to
:press their
thanks and
ppreciation for the
autiful flowers,
ood, cards, for all
ho visited the
1 home and
expression of
sympathy and comfort received upon
the death of our loved one. Special
thanks to Murray
Calloway County
Hospital. the doctors, nurses for
their care, the Ambulance Service.
Uhe Churches ant'
the Home Cr_re
Nurses
To Bro. West, to
all the singers, the
Pallbearers, Max
Churchill Funeral
Home.
May God bless
pooh of you.
arbe family of
Noel Parrish

919.227-8140
9 AM to 9 PM

Monday thry Friday
Adams
Enterprises
Inc.
1. Situation Wanted
WIII keep and care for
elderly lady in private
home, experience and
references
Call
733 6.192

10. Business Opportunity
A family business that
will make you more
than a bare living can
be yours with the pur
Chase of the Folio thru
Deli at Five Points
Geed living area as well
as rental rooms May be
Purchased with or
without stock and
equipment Owner in
titrested in talking
terms. Call us nOvP
Roberts Realty CO .
753 101

SALES-MONEY
MEN-WOMEN

oaerotic
milisaited
• travel wort
and nooks
2S,000 to
40,000 a year
shoo. Cal
1-800-826-41175

Kelley's Termite
8. Pest Control
Phew' 733-3914

24. Miscellaneous
AB Dick Mimeograph
and Supplies, good
condition, complete
pkg $175 Call 753 Mr
Martin Houses
6
r0Onit. $7299 12 rooms
133 99 11 rooms. 144 99
24 rooms 159 99 kt. aii.n
Hardware. Paris-

304 It 124. Alsarey,
Ky.
Soles

Associates..

Irwin. Pianos
Proories Owe /53 3725
751 3354
ire
lair Nies 419 2166
los hoer 753 2411

Oer interest in you
pays off.
a ...rowt a I

One sleeping room one
2 bedroom apt for one or two singles only Call
am offering my 215
73)3950
acre farm iot sled in the
New Concord area at a
reasonable pr e of only
acre
TN. farm
Attran r• • e 2 bedroom 1500
fiat a0PrOtarate'y 10C
duplex
arpeted With
acres of cropland' two
Stove
refrigerator
a ri e
fireplace at Panarama good ,reeks
Stand of marketabir
Available
Shores
timber
pia, ktop royil
March I
$175 montn
fen, ing anti
Si (es%
deposit required
436
good neighbors Owner
2733.
,
Imaflt ng is a v ailable
Coleman Rentals has 2
Farm can be ,nouced .n
3 and 4 bedrooms the P15 program
Cal,
county
houses
S156
John C Neubauer W eal
$400 753 9191
F slate 153 7531

I.Pets-Supplies

16. Homesfor Sale

AKC Labrador Re
If'ever s pupp
,es
yellow rVer y vvnite- 4
trhaels Can-- be- 'seen-- it+
Arthur Lees Ri s Boo
()wittier Rd
167A
n
Aurora
For
Ky
totmation
all Penny
1 354 6771
AKC Reglister ed
Chinese Pug Puppies
1100 each Cali /5) 74311

41 Public Sale

GIGANTIC
MOVING SALE
leorrebeg won go Very
deo, Sea looter lots
lir roam iserrow we
diner
origin Notport
heeler
Franklin W
Stove wood I year ere
reel imps orris* lair
escolor coodleso dosser
ewers he. of moo forip
per cerebra, olosest so
ore 31 Seam erre
deem& ore 6 7 1 Kos
lots of dime sod drimes
plossts ion of ere
olds
Corr as 116
Sytemery St r roil 759
1925 Aloe 3 free poppies
part wilelagere collo sod
1679 bog*

Crick

Ouglex hOuSe vrirn
basement
3 di°, k
_from
Square_ .4011. Sousa.
6m,,, Murray 747 1459
ey Owner 3 bedroom
J bath home 10. ated
.1616 Oiakh,11 Prix, in
Westwood Sub has base
board Nee and a.r
condition Only lived in
one year Call 753 6115
_
_
By owner newly re
modeled two story
wood frame house with
basement
garage
trrepiace
gas neat
3
I . bath 9 ,
bedroom
per en, assumable
loan c 10Se to downtown.
Call 733 0169
13 000
_
atter S OP p m

Four bedroom
two
revel iakeview home
with fireplace in den
Lots of room at an
14.0110111“, al pf.i.e
147
Conte, t KO P
000
711
PERUD REALTY
Main Street 753 1111
refers's 1)04 Perm,
House for sal; che-ap to
Merry. 7 S 9 - 142S
Call
be torn down
435 4743 .
Joyce Noel's Tax Ser
House of the wee*,
Prices start at'
vice
Small home ideal for
51 30 for short forms No
young couple or re
waiting
copies made
firee'S On • city Writheson the spot and ready to
with nice tot All fur
mail 49 7440
nishings "stay
Only
C•11, _Spann
$15.000
ataity Assoc 133 7724
1h60 Embassy. 3 bed
If You are looking for an
room. $3300 or best MIMIMI=M118111111=1M, extraordinary tome.
offer Call 753 7737
this one has all the
13x60 Mobile Home. 3
extras Five bedrooms
bedrooms. l's bath
marble
three baths
7335677
''ePIA(t spirit- Starr
way, central vac uum
1969 1700 trailer, 3
and intercom
and
bedroom. 1') both Only
custom made drapes
$7,000 '753 4343 after
throughout this is that
4 00p m
dream home
yOU
1975 Flamingo. 12143. 2
have been waiting for
bedroom. 1'1 bath. ex
Call kOPPEROD
tra large living room
REALTY 733 1277
and • 1.12 Out building
REDUCED' Owner
included Located at B 4
anxious to sell so is
Fox Meadows /53 013.4
asking tor less For only
after S 30p m
Ill 500 you cadre have
this 4 BR
I ; g two
story or k home in. the
A I 1 or 3 BR
newly
ellent !Oration'
city
furnished. naturist gas
Lott Of extras including
or electric heat. Shady
STROUT
tireptace
appliances
Oaks 733 5709
RIALTY
garage and more Call
In Murray. 3 bedroom.
today at Spann Realty
private lot, gas neat.
Assoc 753 7/24
air conditioners
wrcl
Three bedroom pr.( k
Office Geer Is Cowl
hook up 759 1303
gas neat, air condition
bireers tree leorroltre
Small trailer on Blood
carpet
w cl hook up
leedie Sores* Wets 1911
River Subdivision, all
carport
workshop
1911 Coleretoor flood
electric, 2 bedroom. 300
deep Well.
acres On
Illuereq,gemptiv 42171
ft from the water edge
Hwy 94 East 753 4091
151/1713 0116
month
436
2427.
150 a
Meyers
Three bedroom. 15)
101 111111106i
bath, mobile home on
1917 kliwatiaki GPI 150
anew
large private lot Has
likenew
11.6•141 a Nailed
attached double ter
1,800 miles 73)097S
port, utility and storage
Honda Moed with
room
No pets
Re
baskets like new low
foresees required Call
Porgies & Themes
mii‘age
Call 759 4530
75.3 7791 after p m
after Sp m
Maumee
Two gedrOOM trader, 1.•3
I97e Honda 750
Call
Reel [stets
Mile South of Alma
73.3 1596
Heights on old 641
Sarthside Cseri Se
733 5611
Money, Iteetecky

V.Mobile HomeSales

Moving
Sale
Thurs. & Fri.

505 Vine St.
9 a.m. til ?

Everything mus
go.

N.*bile Home Rentals

4Real Estate

47. Motorcycles

O. Used Cars

753.4451

30. Business Rentals

Wareham*
Storage Specs
Per newt

1•44.
•

7534758
want to r•nt. Two
bedroom home in
Murray with fenced in
yard. 3344316 .

Apti For Rent

1-$00-$2-

,

Coleman Rentals has 1
bedroom apt%
fur
niWsed and unfurnished.
75.3 9595. also furnished
mobile home
Furnished One bed
room. clOse 10 dawn
Flat beelent boat and a town Prefer one lady
Cotes' T V Call 759 1471 753 3393
alter 59 in

$20.

kr/week,

Sella ii Snail
TIMM 733-1151
s sad*
veer ceavealeace •
fell time solos
associates eve
plisses.

km McCarty 151
Dorms Wee /St

_w• fs.i.
Isx.ner
ma Mama . . /UN

IRS.=

German Sheperd. 1 yr.
Call
old or younger
91) 347 Slle

IS. Midis* Sale

ATARI
coon(
sum

For safe. mons. knifes.
sell or trade. new twin
bed wrbox wrings and
mattress. 3 bedroom
1137INPS, lave seat, stereo
Uncle Willie's Midway
Twe Prom Dresses. I
with white over
lay, the other mint
11106. 1411 10. Ilk* new.
CIO 497 AM
ale

swims

COxjwvv

34. Houses for Rent

sip

r

c•L •
••,....-

45. Farms tor Sale

ZS. Business Services

0

To Place Your

sommemeemsea
10 70 Fergerson Trec
tor ideal for tcbacco
Call 497 1172

One or two bedrooms
dots
near downtown
767
753 4109
Murray
6450 or 436 Nal
One bedroom furnished
apt 131 North next to
the Fairgrounds
No
pets 73.3 3119
Small bestir furnished 1
bedroom apt Inquire at
100 soon 13m
T wo bedroom duplex
411 N
Sth
Murray
492 1275
Tyro-bedroom apt at the
Embassy Call 733 3530

Lost 3 dogs at Aline
Heights
German
female
Sheperd
Lab
male Big Yellow Dog
159 1661
LOST Watt Mg.-- Man
cfnester Terrier Theil is SEASONED
a Small to medium Sired FIREWOOD Call John
dog Marked. Irke a Boyer. /SI 033.
black Doberman but Seasoned hardwood all
Smaller and nas large sizes available up to 22
pointed ears. if found inches 177 rick Green
please call 753 3777 or $73 rick Delivered and
762 1119
Stacked 733 3476
Tillers. Shp chain drive
Briggs and Stratton
New Openings for engine $769 99 Wallin
nationwide industries. Hardware. Paris
no sales. will train. Wood for sale
515
11S,C030 plus a year For delivered. $11 you haul
info call I 312 931 7031. 759 9691
Ask for
ext 1774A
Donald
•
PROCESS MAIL AT
HOME! 175 per hun
drecll No experience
Part or full time Start
NODGU TAX SER1f1C1
Immediately
Details
peeper* in
Send self addressed
Stamped envelope to
holiness
divides!,
C.R 1 570, P0 Box 43
form
other
sod
Stuart. FL 33495

9)9-227-6)31

The City of Murray has a vacancy for the position of Petrol Officer, Murray Police Department,
and a vacancy for the position of
Firefighter, Murray Fire Department. Applications and job descriptions may be obtained at the City
Clerk's Office, City Hall Building,
March 2nd, March 3rd and March
4th. The City of Murray is an Equal
Opportunity Employer operating
under an Affirmative Action Plan.
Jo Crass, City Clerk

D. Apts. For Rent

Wilms Furnishings

imemswwwwwommliewelw
Couch, matching tool
114001. rocliner, Queens
ite mattress. platform
bed. 7 end fables
713 Ora
Couch, matching toot
stool recliner. Queens
lie mattress, platform
bed. 2 end tables
/UMW
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It. Used Cars

CARTS
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2,400
intrat.
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1963 Chevrolet 1 auto
matic
1910 Buick
1976
LaSabre. 4 dr
Chevrolet Pickup, all
extra clean 134 147
e.
1969 Volkswagen
73.9
cellent condition
1613
1910"Catalina. 8300 1951
Oldsmobile. perfect
mechanically, good foe
restoring, 1100 Of best
OW 7549491
1972 Mont* Carlo. WS
AM FM cassette.
pb
tinted windows good
condition Call /53 0936

It. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

1973 Caciii•ac Coupe
Deville Super nice Can
kaartin.erelis 753 3231
1974 Chevrolet impala
4 or all power and air
I owner
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transportation
SI C'oc'
492 11711
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_
only .06 s square foot
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for
norm& cleaning
•
sr blai.k with red
$3 100 435 4351
Free Estimates.
759 1983

50. Used Trucks

BAILEY'S CARPET
MARIE

51. Campers
Ii ft
trader
5900

1974 Traye ,
good condition
192 1121

52 Boats. Motors
_

.
I' II
fiAss Boat
140
Johnson motor with all
the extra% 13 SOO Call
atter Sprn 753 9961
1.41 f- yinrude motor 14
19 Polar Craft tent, Sr
DOM and trailer. 2 hp
electric air compressor
Cali 4)7 4846
Aluminum 12 loot. V 7'.
horsepower motor used
twice 416 2740
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Need • woad
(elf ger y tor
144.4•44.r
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or
All brands
• , a+ie
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Lot& references

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162-4192
435-4348
f AN r. .
C A R PI '
Free I st•mate.
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Sal,s1,ed
✓ bra Stearn Clean,ng
U0h07‘ter, C Iran•ng
Lee s C arpel C I e .n9
/51 SW
• fir.
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basements 'dun
dr ye ways
dist ons
and
1,dev•alkS _pat,os
Free es
N mneys
t mates Cali /53 3.476
iiENERAL HOME
REPAIR 11 years e.
Carpentry
per .en( e
plumbing
on( rete
rooting _sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Fre'
estimates
Days 153
69/3 nights 474 2776

Cell He'll Ow tiond ,
759 1718 Of 733
8076.
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work
tOpp.ng or
(amulet.. removal The
est.mate .1. Ire* and the
[Wire .Vright 437 4733 " WET BA`if-MENT 7 We
make *el basements
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*ork completely
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Con
struirion Co Rte 2 Bo.
40o A
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4/001 or call) 112 7026
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Will do.plumbinc\ heats
.cio carpentry p rntrng
and roofing
Cal
783
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Will haul white roc k
sand lime rip rap and
masonar v sand
coal
Call Layton Hutson
753 4545
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.1. t 141011

Harmon and Malone
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from ground to roof lop
Free estimates
7533513
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Roses Mayo Arrived,
Azaleas $1.99 6/$10.00

*Asparagus

6 lb/WA
0 Illweeerries

Mendes. eleaberries
Treed
* Webs
*Pecan Trees
0 Refereed*
kapeaass Maples
i Neese Piglets

1 9 1 6 Mercury
beteg. 111 4 Mar,
rod, u rest, extra
clue, PS, PI, Air,
S15115.
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53. Services Offered

*Strawberry Plants

FOR
SALE

Bob s Horne improve
^nen, IT years Dividing
exper ,enke
remodel
ng additions con, rete
work
repairs
general
remr maaster
r tail
iC("1
__

Ineed Ties 56.06
Concrete Sled Salts

Naming easkots 53.99.55.99
(Neadreds Ti Cheese heat)
O;;.7 D. 'CI-711.3461

HUTCHENS PLANT FARMS
GREEN MUSES
II
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Adm.Rickover honored

OBITUARIES
W.H. Cline's Deborah Huie
rites today
funeral rites
in chapel
Wednesday
Services for William H.
Cline are today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Max
Churctull Funeral Home.
Tbe Rev Bobby Edmaroon is officiating.
Burtal will follow in
Parker Cemetery. Full
military ntes will be conducted at the gravesite by
a unit from Fort Campbell
Mr (line. 4. RI S. died
Fnday at his home
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Geraldine
Cramer Clint. four
daughters, Mrs. Kathy
Demron. Mrs Linda Gettins. Mrs. Karen Lusby
and Miss Debbie Cline;
sus sons. Gary. Jimmy.
Steve. Michael. David
and Brian Cline
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs Delphia
Allen and Miss. Verime
Cline, three brothers.
Charlie. Ed and Horner
Cline, 10 grandchildren
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The funeral for Mies
Deborah A. Hine will be
Wednesday at 141 a.m. in
the chapel of Pearson
Funeral Home. l49
Breckinridge Lane.
Louisville. The Rev. C.A.
!Attunes- will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Cave Hill Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be
members of the Police
Force in her district at
Louisville where she
served as a policewoman.
Mims Hine, 26. formerly
of Murray. was killed in a
two-vehicle crash at the
intersection of U.S. 31Ind 60 between
Clarksville and
Sellersburg. Ind.. Sunday
night.
She is survived by her
father, Billy Joe Huse,
Fox Meadows Trailer
Court, Murray; her
mother. Mrs. Anna Huie
Higgins. her stepfather.
former Louisville Police
Chief Jan Higgins, and a
Denise Hum.
alt o( Louisville.
.outsville.

ARTHRITIS CSRTIFICATE - —_HL
Omicron Pi severity at Murray State Usivernity. was henered 'ink a eartillents
al appreciation from the Calloway Calmly Arthritis Aassekillea. The sereetty's
protect is to help raise money for the wealth'iseindeties. Last yew. ACM raleid most Mrs. Emmet Madrey (right). esuidy arthritis chsiresem eme the ear.
Mesta to Debbie Leeman.AGIPI peat president. representing Harrell.

Magistrate sought approval
COBB, Ky
API
Caldwell County
Magistrate Chester
Cravens said he sought
the approval of the comity attorney and judgeexecutive before

Candidates
• ited
are onv
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Al',
The Prichard
Conunittee for Academic.
Excellence has invited
the major ramiidates an
tlw Democratic gubernatonal primary to meet
with committee members
on March 7 to discuss
issues in higher education
The forum will be held
at the Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce building at
I p m.
Dorothy Ridings of
louisville, national president of the league of
Women Voters and a
mnernber of the cornauttee, will moderate the
forum.
The conuruttee has invited as special guests
the presidents. trustees,
regents, faculty and
students of Kentucky's
universities and the
members of the Council
on thither Education.

Logan County records
reveal the sale of land
IAX;AN, W Va. APi
Records in the Logan
County Clerk's office
show that Island Creek
Coal Co has sold nearly
10.000 acres of coal
reserves in Mingo and
Logan counties for about
$18 million.
Island Creek. headquartered in Lexington.
Ky deeded a large tract
of coal in the Hoiden-Ptne
Creek area to Sixth
Avenue Coal Co.. another
Lexington-based . company

The deed was signed by
Island Creek esecutive
vice president Jack
Katlic and covers cool
located In the Calibers
tDorothy I seam and all
seams lying above it.
Under the preemies' of
the document. Island

MORRIS BILBREY
ACODMEN BLDG MURRAY 7 5 3 cl7
STOCKS MUNICIPAL BONDS MUTUAL FUNDS

Stock market
Goodrich
3411 •%
Goodyear
.31% unc
Gulf Oil.
31%
1J3.M..
ION -+ 1%
Industrial Average
• 11 80
JC Penney
5511
igb
Jerk.°
n4kB
4&4
44
Air Products.
Johnson Johnson.
..04% +
7 -%
American Motors
Kinart.
21111
%
Ashland
303.. t1.
Mary Kay Coon. .
.6411 +1
American Telephone
66k
k
Perwalt
374 +%
Chrysler
15% t 4
Quaker Oats
43% •4.4
Ihipont
40% •%
Texaco...31% + %
Ford
38% • %
U.S. Tobacco
2511 +%
G A
15% Low
Wal Mart
0% t%
(Ieneral I)ynainics
42% • %
Wendy's
15% f11
t;eneral Motors
112% •%
Wetterau
17%/1 17Nut
General Tire
34%
C.E.F. Yield
160
MORRIS BURR(' REPRESENTINC,
FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
vEsig
!Oils StGcp ti :HAN
- •

Was High School Enough?
It's tough to get o
good gob, let alone
a premising career
unless you hove
training beyond
tugh school

At Droughons College, we
provide, through concerned
instructors, the training
necessary for today's job
opportunities.

Cl

Deadline To Apply
March 11th • Ward Pvc,ule

•Illsomparnsal

.• =Wawa

• Mead AMMINIICO
•11111NIftlidbleg
•

Creek will retain rights to
coal located beneath the
Coalburg seam.
The tract covered by
the deed is described as
lying to the wed and
southwest of Whitman.
Island Creek is the nation's . math-largest coal
producer. The company
reported in 19111 that it
mined 19.5 million tons of
coal in Kentucky. West
Virginia and Virgin..

Appointment
made Monday
FRANKrOHT, Ky.
Douglas
1 API
Stephens of Covington
was appointed by Gov
John Y. Brown on Monday to fill vacancy 16th
district carded by the
resignation of Judge
William Dann.
Stephens was chosen
from a list of three names
submitted by a judicial
nominating communion.

reeled. But I got permission." Cravens told the
Kentucky New Era late
last week.
Cravens, chairman of
the board al deacons at
Midway Beptist Church,
said that about MItons of
uplink was poured over
the church's gravel
driveway.
County Judge Executive Jimmy Jones
confirmed that Cravens
had talked to him about
the job before the OK was
given.
County Attorney Bill
McCaslin said it was his
understanding that the
driveway was a road
leading to the church. He
said he hes never advised
anyone to spend county
money on private property.

Christian Counselors Needed
Life House. a crisis pregnancy
center. is seeking women to serve
volunter counselors to assist in
program of-help for untimely
pregnancy. Training provided. If
interested please call...

as

himislatratisu

Financial Aid Available
No paybeick grants end
law Worm see=

Lifetime plummiest service fir our gradumtes.
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enemisms achievemossits
.. we are primed to Wide
"
And with Me& the
fanner preesdeed teemed
0/a salvia.
As for Riekower, he
mid he's been retired
tram the Navy "but I
have net and %in Not be
WHIM
retired tram active duty
Carter remembered in life."
Riekover as "onneipeHe told al his youth in
tent, aniniscised and asPoland.
then part of
sipressot" mid mid solo
GM next to he father, Ruesia; of Not being
Rickever "above all allowed to attend public
ether men,he hod an im- melange because he was
Jewish; al seem Ruspact on my life."
The dinner was only the sian soldiers marching
second gathering attend- through his village during
ed by all members a/ ttw the Rumo-Japanese war
ex-president's club - the of 1915; of traveling in a
first was the funeral at canvas-covered wagon to
Anwar Sadat in MI. the border between
Ford told why they all Poland and Germany,
ennuie to the United
Mine.
-All three of us adniire States; of traveiing in
a person who achieved a steerage with other
far, tar higher rank in the migrants aboard ship.
He remembered his
United States Navy than
any at the three of us," he first English reading
said. "AD three of on ad- matter. old St Nisa
mire a person who can megszines given to his
hold a job in the federal mother by num at the
government far, far hospital where she worked. And that 12 years
Imager than any of us."
Nixon recalled being later, at the Naval
moved, after pinning an Academy. - he finished
the admiral's fourth Aar, nearthe tap of his dais in
that Mellower •Ishited English.
me, who hed only been a
-In reviewing my
lieuteneet." Then Nixon pest." Rickover said. "I
said."Tonight, we are all realise how much I have
proud became et his let undone."
Jeimes's dembler
aed farmer Men
secretary Rose Nary
Weed,. The fenedelim
will mmeurame premising
young people i•
mathematics, science,
phikeephy and English
litataarre with scholarships and youth pro-

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WffH GENUINE
GM PARTS

°MP

1978 firshinl Fenn& Noe
44XXX miles, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning. AM-FM,
automatic

our

753-7356

Hog market

Prices furnished by First of
Michigan. Woodman Bldg

sprieg

authorizing use of county
money last summer to
pay for an asphalt
driveway around his
church
-If I've done wrong.
I'm ready to be car-

WASHINGTON(AP)Rickard Mime threw him
a maagry sehile. Jimmy
Carter bagged him.
Gerald Ford sheet his
hand. AM MO ether pew.
ple mid OAR 11111•
0e I.
homer retired Aden.
Brines Richower. the
Jewish emigre from
Palmed who made it big in
the United Sholsa Navy.
Richower took it in
stride. "I eras the Navy
mere thaw 13 years,
kagar three my sweat officer in sur Watery." he
said. "Nevertheass, I de
not believe I have dons
enmesh far my country. I
did what! wanted mid
was pesd well for my
work."
Aad, the wispy admiral
said. "I obeyed all orders
that I agreed wdb."
It wasn't for just
anybody that three
former presidents traveled to Washington, put on
black tie, and willingly
hstened to each other's
speeches Monday night
This was foe Rh:hover,
who put nuclear power in
the Navy; who was considered so indispeashble
that each of the three
presidents extended his
tour of ddy - two years
at a time, to a total of DI
years pant normal retirement
Ronald Reagan, who
put an end to the string
lad year when Rickover
was 112, was at has rammasked ranch at the other
end id the continent. He
sent neither meadge nor
Si.
The chooser was a hindraiser to get the new
RIckover Foundation off
to a healthy Mart. It
brought old the likes of
Alexander Haig and
James Schlesinger and
Mel Laird and Lyndon

Store Mows
Mon. Thru

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753,2617

641 S.Money

111.111r

BELAIR DECOR—

7 00 OTT' tin 5 CC P m
Sc' 7 00 a n till 11 00 o m

BEL A.i2 iMOPPING CNTER
PHONE 75

r

aume

INDIVIDUALLY
MADE
DENTURES
" • -1
r

TEETH
2 office visitssem ay
Maar% illealme sr

oil

WITH
Poeauum
mu
3 office visits2 doors

MARIN
5 office visits3 deys

DR. JIM LOW,
MIDSOWN
DENTURE
621 Old Mims

ionise
laskaan. TR.
Call far Appaloosas.
, 901444-74110_

Close Out On All Wicker
Sorry Cash Only Sale!
Mast Make Room For
New Assortment Of
Unfinished Farnitere

Chairs - Tables.
Swinging Chair & Stand
Shelves Baskets

You Won't Believe The Prices
Sale On All Present
Unfinished Furniture
Extra Nice End Tables & Coffee Table
Only $295.00 bp.$413.OS
C11,1811r COMBOS etas,Capbeards
Oak Taitelilbeirs

We Ars Having Ara*Clinic
Need help es painting cense b
register for our
paint Am March 15th at 7:111 p.in. There vS be
some free prizes & refresionats served after Woe
skew. Mast nuke reservations for this. Cane in sad
resister er pbess

